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ment for establishments. Nor can we admit, tory. See the earth filled with strong holds elevated in their appearance above the brute's.
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the bestowment of his grace, lie is sovereign common, that no one dares to say to his bro
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—He not only “ has mercy on whom he will,” ther, “you have a mote in your eye; let me is nothing, and can do nothing, without divine as it is true, of the dissenting or the American ness has fortified and made himself strong ed to render the spectacle more appalling.—
hut bestows mercy when he will. Some ages take it out.” We strengthen one another in aid ; that divine aid is not granted, lik^e churches can be fairly adduced as a proof of against the Almighty. See all the hosts ol Some of these beings were almost entirely
have been peculiarly blessed, when compared our carelessness and unfaithfulness; and by the tides or the seasons, in a regular never- the value of the “ voluntary principle.” God hell, and a large proportion of the inhabitants, naked, and with the united effect of tattooing,
with others. President Edwards, in his “His our want of an edifying example, the unbe ceasing supply, hut is frequently, either in has vouchsafed to “visit his inheritance with the power, the wealth, the talents, and influ exposure to a burning sun, and disease supertory of Redemption,” has given a beautiful lief and carelessness of the impenitent are whole or in part, withdrawn ; and that all his a gracious rain,” and to refresh it when it was ence of the world, ranged under his infernal added, the skin in some cases looked like
view of this-subject. And it is not meant to confirmed. If any doubt remains in regard to tory proves, that when that divine influence is dry ; but for either of these contending parties standard. See his whole artillery of false that of a rhinoceros, while the hair, plaited
deny, that our own age is, in many respects, the factstated above, let the person entertaining so withdrawn, the church has neither virtue, to claim that divine effusion as the result of hoods, sophistries, objections, temptations, and turned flat from the top of the head over
one of the most favored. This is especially it enquire of some dozens of persons, whose nor purity, nor energy enough to “ support it their own ecclesiastical arrangements, would and persecutions, brought into the field, to he ihe forehead and temples, looked as if it had
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another with reference to the more advanta tongues, hurling his poisoned darts among its wretched beings in most cases were ugly al
the missionary spirit which has been enkin able, and he will be convinced, that the piety church,—“the conservator of the Christian geous weather he had enjoyed, as though the friends. On the other hand, see the compara most beyond description, and they were prin
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rain and sunshine were contrived or elicited tively small band of our Saviour’s faithful cipally women, and were eiflier employed in
the increased efforts which have been made to ists spiritual light in many, but in most it is style which both betokens and fosters an un by his own superior skill !
soldiers drawn up in opposing ranks, and ad dressing each other’s hair, or sat looking va
instruct the young and ignorant by Sunday but a glimmering such as was possessed by sound state of mind.
On our side of the argument let us avoid vancing to the assault, clothed in panoply di cantly around them. 'Their masters, or keep
But let us look for a few moments at the this irreverence. Let us give God the whole
Schools, and by preparing books adapted to the man whose eyes Christ opened, when lie
vine, the banner waving over their heads, ers, appeared to he reclining against the walls
'The ground glory of the great improvement which is dis
their instruction. The attention of Christians first looked around, he saw “men as trees principle thus put forward.
while in their hands .they wield unsheathed without the least mark of interest in the scene
taken by the church of England is this : See cernible in the state of the Established Church.
to sailors—a class so long neglected, and the walking.”
the sword of the Spirit, the word of God, before them.
Even many candidates for the ministry ing and feeling the operation of the deteriora But on the one single point of safeguard, of the only weapon which they are allowed, or
laudable efforts which are made, in some parts
'The square of this slave market r< surround
of this land, to instruct the slaves—a thing have a very obscure experience of a work of ting tendency of which we have spoken, she barriers against declension, we hold it to he wish to employ. The charge is sounded, the ed by arches which, like pillars, or a colon
sadly neglected in past days.
These, and grace, and the misery is, that they are so well has thought it wise and expedient to do what perfectly legitimate to point out the difference assault is made, the battle is joined—far and nade with recesses about a court, support a
such like favorable signs of our times, ought contented with the little light which they ever appeared possible, with a view to coun between established and voluntary churches, wide its fury rages; over mountains and second story. 'This story con-islcd of a sort
not to be unheeded ; and for such bright spots have. If they would resolve never to rest, teract, as far as might be, the workings of in and to claim foi the former, when well consti plains, over islands and continents, extends of platform terminated by other cells, tenant
in our horizon, let every Christian render un nor to give God any rest, until the day not ternal corruption, and to check the recession of tuted, the superiority which so clearly belongs the long line of conflict; fora time, alternate ed, like those below, by slaves. Some wero
feigned thanks to God—and let us not forget only dawned, but the Sun of Righteousness divine truth from her precincts and domains. to them. We have seen by the case of victory and defeat wait on either side. Anon to he seen still higher, like ytonkeys, looking
the good received in the pure revivals with arose, it would surely be with them as with In attempting this, she has wisely used one America, and by that of a large body of the infuriated shouts from the opposing ranks an down as from fiic tops of the houses upon
the blind man, when he looked the second tendency of human nature to counteract “ voluntary churches” of this country, that nounce to the world, that the cause of Christ their fellow prisoners beneath. On this second
which many Churches have been visited.
But although we may he favored in some time, “and saw men clearly.” The feeble another. Some men are too apt to be caught declensions and heresies will creep in and gain is losing ground, or that some Christian stan platform. I passed a group where stood one
respects above the ages which have preceded ness of modern piety and the weakness of with novelties ; others, she knew, are greatly possession. On the other hand, whatever sin dard-bearer is fallen. Meanwhile, far above young man with the air of a captive prince,
us; yet, in other respects we may fall far faith are indicated again, by the fact, that wrought upon by their veneration for what is gle instances of individual heretics may he the noise and tumult of the battle, the Captain in attitude and with a countenance which
below them. And one of these is the neglect Christians are so easily provoked to resent ancient. If some delight in throwing off’ the pointed out as scandals in the Church of Eng ol our salvation sits serene, issuing his com would have made a subjeetfor a painter. Be
of a thorough study of the Inspired Volume, ment, and so difficult to be entreated. They yoke of old ideas and principles, others are land, thus much is clear.—that the institution mands, directing the motions of his followers, side him were two or three more youthful
the inattention to the religious instruction of may flame with zeal, hut express a suspicion much led by their natural respect for what is itself has found the benefit of its sound and sending sensonable aid to such as are ready to companions, perhaps his brothers and sisters,
She has there scriptural standards, as preservatives against faint, and occasionally causing to he seen the with the like expression of silent and deep
diildren, even in pious families, and the de f the purity of their motives; or, let any one authorized and established.
ed of a spirit of devotion. Public duties are oppose them in their favorite schemes, or fore framed and set up, and surrounded by such declensions.
It has never been said of lighting down of his own glorious arm be melancholy. 'They wore some golden orna
nultiplied, and zealously performed, often by touch their tenderly cherished reputation, and the highest human sanctions, a pure and her, as of Boston, “ she has become Socinian.” fore which whole squadrons fall, or fly, or ments upon their persons, the only instances
hose who spend little time in their closets, they are instantly up in arms, and will not be scriptural standard of doctrine, and all the It has never been said of her congregations, yield themselves willing captives. Feeble, I observed of such a custom.
ii real communion with God and their own econciled without the most humbling ac needful formularies connected therewith.— as of the Presbyterian churches of England, and yet more feeble still, gradually becomes
In this assemblage, above and below, some
marts. Many of our most prominent and pub knowledgments. Even when they bring their Clothed with all the authority and weight de “eleven twelfths of them have fallen from the the opposition of his foes. Loud, and yet of the groups consisted of fine-looking, in
ic-spirited Christians, are impatient of the self gift to the altar, they too often forget there is rived from long establishment, this standard truth.” Amidst the worst times and mostun- louder still, rise the triumphant acclamations telligent, well-formed negroes, hut most of
lenying duties of long-continued meditation a brother to whom they should seek to be re presents a formidable bulwark against the favorable .circumstances, a correct outline, a of his friends, till at length the cry of Victo them were a species of the human race such
ndself-examination. Their secret duties are conciled, before they dare to make an offer encroachments of error and corruption. In fair “ form of godliness,” has been preserved ry! victory! resounds from earth to heaven— I had never seen, and more degraded than
lastily performed, and of course afford them ing unto God. If further proof is needed, on the form of creeds and articles, demanding in her, and by her means. 'The spirit of life and Victory! victory! is echoed back from any thing in human shape I had ever imagin
ttle comfort. And there is reason to appre- ly listen to the evil speaking which is preva subscription, it provides all the safeguard that and of all holiness can alone supply the more heaven to earth. The warfare ceases—the ed, 'The Afrites and Ghouls of the oriental
end, that the sentiment is gaining ground, lent, and how the bonds of brotherhood are human foresight can devise, against the ad essential part.
Bu.t among the voluntary prize is won—all enemies are put under the mind must have had their prototypes in some
hat these solitary exercises are of little value, recklessly broken. The tongue, thatmostun- mission of persons of unsound principles into churches, as we have seen- even the form has conquering Saviour’s feet; the whole earth such realities. What a transformation is vet
vheu compared with public action- The ruly evil, is not restrained. But what saith the ministry of the church. And by a liturgy been lost, and the very outline effaced. The with joy receives her king; and his kingdom, to be effected by the gospel in that heart of
vriter was grieved, on a certain occasion, to the scripture? “If any man among you seem- and formularies deeply imbued with scriptural inference appears to us unavoidable.—Seely. which consists in righteousness, and peace, Africa, from whence these wretched beings
tear an esteemed and efficient agent say, in a eth to be religious and bridleth not his tongue, truth, it furnishes the best possible antidote to
and holy joy, becomes co-extensive with the are transported!
'The dark massive entrance into the court
liscourse to a collection of candidates for the that man’s religion is vain. O what a sen such errors as might either creep into, or
world.—Payson.
of this slave market is lined on each side by
ninistry, “ that there was little use in poring tence against many high professors! They spring up within the precincts of that insti
From, the New It'orId.
merchants of rarities, with their black chests
’ter their own hearts, and spending much takeup, on the slightest grounds, an evil re tution.
A LAME ROY.
GRAY HAIRS.
containing articles mostly brought from Nubia
ime in these secret duties of the closet; that port of a brother or neighbor; and not only
The utility, and even the necessity, of some
A poor lame boy came one day to a gentle
and Abyssinia. I was directed thither On
Old man, upon whose thoughtful brow
he time was come, when God required his so, but to indulge an envious temper, sit and such standard or rule of faith has been repeat
man who was very kind to him, and asked
The hairs are gray and scattered now:
another accasioft, in order to purchase some
servants to act for the good of others, and not speak against their own mother’s son. But edly recognized by Dissenters, in their earlier
for a piece of string, saying, “ Do let it he a
rare and valuable medicine brought from be
Who sadly, and with many tears,
0 be so much absorbed in the concern for there is no need to argue the point: the love of and better days. In the times of Ilowe, and
good long bit, sir.” The gentleman inquir
yond Egypt, and at the time cf this second
Hast mourned the loved of other years,
heir own salvation.” The reference is not to riches, the ambition of show, and thirst for Bates, and Owen, it was common for the
ing
o what it was for,7 the bov seemed unwilling
o visit, which was only a few days after the
Whom thou, in childhood's sunny bloom,
sny living person, and so can inflict a wound honors; and the foolish rage for speculation arc trust-deeds of their meeting-houses expressly
to tell; hut at last said, it was to make a cab
first, thqre seemed already to have arrived a
Saw'st
laid
to
slumber
in
the
tomb
—
to provide that the ministers appointed “shall
ui no one’s feelings. Now, it must be admit- enough to convince the most incredulous.
bage-net, which he could sell for three pence,
Old man, I deem it well for thee,
new set of wretched captives, and scenes still
e<l, that in former days, the exercises and
The want of liberality in a large portion of hold the doctrinal articles of the church of
as he wished to send the money to help to
That thou hast hairs like these I see!
more disgusting than before met the eye of
efforts of the pious were too much confined to professing Christians, is a testimony of the low England;” and the Court of Chancery was
pay for printing Bibles for the heathen: “ And
the stranger. There was a greater number
henaselves ; there may be sinful selfishness, state of religion in their hearts. There is, it called upon, not long since, to interpose its
I deem it well, for thou at last
you know, sir,” added he, “ it may pay for
of women and young girls. It is a rfreadfiil
3ven in taking care of our own souls, and seek- is true, more given to promote religion than authority, and to prevent the violation of such
The snares of life hast safely pass’d;
printing one side of a leaf of one of them.”
place. In journeying up to Thebes, after
n8 our own salvation. And this is the error formerly, hut there are now many more ob a provision. And even in the present day, a
If thou hast heard its sad winds blow,
The gentleman gave him a large piece of
this, yve met with many boat-loads of captives
'diich this esteemed servant of God, meant jects of benevolence which may be effectual like necessity was recognized and acted upon,
If thou hast seen its hopes laid low,
string, and told him to bring the net when it
appointed to the same destination, and some
0 rebuke.
But in our day, there is little ly promoted by our contribution; and there when the trust-deed of Highbury College was
If thou hast won with care and pair*
was finished.
'The hoy brought it, and the
times gangs or encampments of them on
leed of cautioning men against spending too are still multitudes who do not feel impelled made expressly to provide, “ that the students
That which in turn thou ’st lost again:—
gentleman said, “ you are a good boy ; there
shore, presenting the same spectacles of mise
It
matters
not:
—
yet
by
those
hairs,
by
love
to
Christ
to
do
any
thing,
in
this
way,
nURh time in self-examination and divine
shall be Protestant Dissenters of the Congre
is three pence for you to send for the Bibles,
ry and degradation.
Meditation.
The tide has long since turned, for the promotion of his kingdom. Would gational or Independent denomination, holding
Be warned to penitence and prayers!
and three pence for yourself.”
“ No, sir,”
lnd the current runs strongly the contrary missionaries be detained at home for want of the doctrines hereinafter set forth.” “'The
W’c saw no white slaves of any kind in the
exclaimed the hoy, “ do send it all, perhaps
Be warned; for soon the churchyard mould
market.
Mr. Wilkinson has stated the price
lVay- Besides, if we would make the plant of funds; or would the missionaries in the field voluntary system,” however, as it is now ex
it will pay for printing both sides.”—.S'. S.
Shall dew thy limbs with grave damp cold;
of slaves in Egypt, as follows: black slaves,
• r‘iee bring forth “ much fruit,” we must en- be under the necessity of relinquishing or plained, abhors all “imposition of creeds, or
Gleaner.
Soon o’er thy head the wintry sleet,
lch and water the root. For want of the curtailing their plans of benevolence, for want articles of faith,” and declares “the church,”
hoys 25 to 50 dollars; girls-10 to 50; eunuchs
And early rains of Spring shall beat,
50 to 75; Abyssinian boys, 35 to 50; white
ld,’it of intimate communion with God, and of funds, if a high state of piety existed i. e., the men and women of the church, to be
And Summer flowers in graceful bloom
CHEEVER’S TOUR IN EGYPT.
hoys, fMamlooks) 100 to 250; girls, 75 to
)Ur own hearts, there is in our prayers and throughout the churches? 'There is also an “ the conservators of the Christian ministry.”
Shall kiss the sweet air round thy tomb;
500. Degraded and painful as these scenes
’reaching a want of that sweet savor, which alarming apathy in the Christian public in re Let us ask, then, how this system has answer
For this, ’tis meet thou should st prepare,
THE SLAVE MARKET IN CAIRO.
were, we should certainly have thought it
® found, even now, in the writings of our gard to the prevalence of error and infidelity. ed, in those cases in which it has been left to
Thou on whose head I see gray hair!
worse to witness any thing like them in Eng
Mbers. And, for want of a thorough know- But the signs are too numerous to be enume the members of the church, without any re
Cairo, Saturday, Jan. 13.
Full many a bright and pleasant day
land. But is' there not one country in the
ei ?e of the Scriptures, many of our most po- rated.— Watchman of the South.
striction from standards of this kind, to choose
O'er thee has beamed and passed away;
mlar sermons are made up more of human
A melancholy visit to the slave mart of Gairo civilized world concerning which it may be
with the most entire freedom their own minis
Full many a warm kiss thou hast shed
marks this day’s experience of the depravity said, nomine inutato, de tc fabula narrafurl
THE CHURCH.
PUBons, and conjectures, and wild imagin
ters, and, by a necessary consequence, their
On lips now sealed, and cold, and dead:
and misery of our fallen world. And so much It would not be wonderful, after all, if barba
es than of the infallible truths of God’s Word, On the Standard of the Church - her Ritual, own doctrines.
But by thine eye, old man, 1 know
has been said about the Pasha’s efforts and rian Egvpt should get rid ol the curse and sin
uttle care is taken to establish all our posiand the objections advanced against the
The Eclectic Revieiv, one of the journals
That soon’t will be thy turn to go,
intentions
to abolish slavery in his dominions, of slavery sooner than that country. May
ons by a pertinent reference to clear proofs
latter.
which advocates most strenuously “ the volun
Nor vainly by those scattered hairs,
that some little description of the scene to be God in his mercy hasten the time when the
Holy Writ.
How seldom do we hear a
Should’st thou ho warned to faith and prayers!
'The universal tendency of all human insti tary system,’’ has already answered this ques
witnessed in the heart of his capitol will have power of the gospel shall have removed this
raycr, even in the pulpit, which indicates a tutions a..d all human societies towards dete tion, in its f tblication of February 1832, by
H. ROCKWELL.
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evil, and no more such a thing' as a slave shall
b e known under the whole heavens.—JV. K weapon which the unlearned and weak shores unspanned by human eye, may compare’ It was much to his nobbs nature that the ray bf his vice to seem to have an invidious discrimina One moment unarnus’d a misery
Christian may use with equal effort as the with oceans, but bear no resenblance to those I coun”7’s gratitude, though late, fell in such n.ffld tion in favor of one class of public men and in Not made for feeble man:—who call aloud •
Observer,
strong, is simply faith; that fajth whjch shee(s
of water>, encircied and
_____________
_____a<Jorned
T____ within : splendor upon his departing hour;-it was unspeaka
,
,
, ,
,
,
, ,
,, bly more, that the favor of God was then as a sunt
seeeth all things as consistent with the at the
keli of the observer, by “banks and braes
, ,.
..
,
, .
,
COMMUNICATIONS.
J
j and shield unto him, and that the closing scene of!
tributes of God, and reconcilable by his and hills and islands; and which
were known as I his eart|dy nfe> was hallowed by a power—and a pre-1
for the \\ e b t c r n Episcopal Observer*
NN ord. I hat faith which believeth all things ‘lakes,” before “Superior,” and “Michigan” were
sence which pours the radiance of heaven into the
To the Holy Spir it, the comforter, which as in
perfect harmony with God, and per-, heard of,—bear no resemblance even to the Gali- chamber where the good man meets his fate.
our most blessed Lord and Saviour promised, fectly consistent with his word; but never 4
Now, ‘in that sanctuary which nothing earthly can
lean sea. Erie, the first above the Falls, of those
should come, after his suffering and exalta contrary to either the one or the other.
invade, he sleeps secure from the strife of tongues.
“inland seas.” (or whatever appropriate appella
His memory illustrious in the halo of imperishable
tion, is appointed in an especial manner, the That faith which by subordinating human
tion they may choose to claim,) has its level, at fame, is delivered over to history to be written on
work of •sanctification, and is that by which reason and human wisdom to the wisdom of
least 300 feet above Ontario; 176 feet being the the same page with that of the great and good Wash
a saving knowledge of the Scripture is com God, ennobles itself beyond any idea we can
height of the cataract, and upwards of one hun ington. A nation’s tears have honored his obsequies
municated unto us; and by which this know possibly have of what is glorious and exalt
dred, that of the first two miles of rapids im —a nation s gratitude and love will guard and em
ledge is perfected in us, becoming unto us ed; because by this faith it is subjected unto
balm his name,’ and bequeath it as a sacred trust to
mediately above the Falls. This descent being
the affectionate veneration of all coming times.
the wisdom of God; making us wise, not the sanctification of the spirit of God, and
accomplished among both hidden, and projecting
Seldom has there been an occasion on which mat
■only in things pertaining to our salvation, the perfection of that, cannot he now in the
rocks, may well be supposed to create a roaring ters of deep political concernment were blended with
butt sanctifying all our knowledge, enlight flesh, but shall be hereafter in the spirit, in
and a tumult, loud and wild enough to deafen considerations of a nature so affecting to the proening our understanding, and preparing us the fulness of the glory of God.
foundest sensibilities ol the heart and so full of so
and bewilder the spectator.
■more fully to discharge every relative duty
lemn and impressive admonition. At the death-bed
LEIGHTON.
The most extensive view of the largest, or and the grave of Harrison, ‘the rare exhibition is pre
of life.
This spirit, God, who can not lie,
[To be continued.]
Horse Shoe Fall, is had from the Table rock on sented ol all exciting party irritations merging into
has promised to give unto all who ask it of
the Canadian side, but probably the most sublime one common and overwhelming sensibility. Oh!
him, so that we have all excuse taken from PASSAGES FROM A TOUR IN EUROPE AND
and extraordinary effect is produced on the island how it tends to quiet the agitations of every earthly
AMERICA.—1839-40.
us; and the plea of ignorance will avail us
interest and passion, when death steps forward and
at the top of the American fall: where the
demonstrates his power over them all—andstamps the
nothing in that day, either as an excuse for
NIAGARA.
troubled water curdling into foam, slides at your character of affecting insignificance upon everv thing
(Concluded from last week.)
sins of actual transgression, or for such as
feet, in o’erwhelming mass, like an everlasting that men contend for’—and, as if to darken with the
arise from omissions of duty, be such
I recollect a learned friend, (Counseller D.
avalanche, into the abyss,—making the earth to shadow of his presence a whole land, takes his seat
duty directly commanded, or more indirectly Stewart,) who used to say, that the interest about
tremble with the shock incessant; and, as it leaps by the couch of the highest earthly dignity, and lifts
to be inferred from our relation to him, and one of the romantic lakes of Cumberland, was
his sceptre of conquest over the prostrate and power
our fellow^cfeatures in whatever situation destroyed by the construction of a good road to the precipice, by some strange sympathy or fas less form of him who had won the richest trophies
cination, seeming to drag the beholder with its of the field and the cabinet. How such a provi
his providence has placed us. Accounta it. What he would have said, had lie lived to
flow; and threatening his destruction in the ruin dence—sending such a messenger, when we looked
bility is written by the finger of God upon see the Falls of Niagara approached by a rail
not for him—and for such a work, which we looked
of a world.
the heart and conscience of all his reasoning way, I know not. Rut certain it is, that, al
not for, bids us as a nation to clothe ourselves in sack
And yet amid this uproar and confusion,—the cloth and ashes, and cry mightily unto the Lord:
creatures; and so written, that ignorance though we were able to visit this wonder of the
can not so deface the divine imprint, nor world, by this improved mode of travelling, shaking earth and stunning roar of waters,—or alas! for the day.
The voice of this solemn and afflictive national
sin so entirely obliterate it, but that, at the and without the contingency of a fractured der, the law sublime of the Creator, is every
visitation, will have been heard in vain by us as a
last great and terrible day of the Lord, it limb, our enjoyment, (at least we were so unro where conspicuously perceptible. Here is no
people, if in addition to these external demonstra
shall appear like the hand writing upon the mantic as to think so,) was rather increased there chaos,—not a drop of water is at random driven. tions of sorrow, and this heart-felt griel, which, since
You stand as in the work shop of creation; where
the day that the grave first closed over the remains
wall, needing no interpreter but the con by, than in the slightest degree diminished.—
motion, gravitation, and resistance, in the hand of Harrison have not ceased to be seen and felt every
science of every unbelieving, unrepenting Now, not only does a flight of 300 steps secure
the descent of the traveller, through a shower of of the Almighty, are the powers; and the won where, we do not amend our ways and our doings.
sinner, to make plain the awful word
Speak, saith the Almighty io the prophet—speak
ders of refraction are the beauties and the glories
“ Tckel: lliou art weighed in the balance, and spray, to the margin of the flood below,—not
unto the people and to the priests, saying: When ye
of
the
vast,
incomprehensible
machinery.
found icanling.”
Uh! that man could feel only is he rowed in safety about the distance of
fasted and mourned, did ye at all fast unto me? If
Casting the eye far down the stream; from
ye will not hear, and if ye will not lay it to heart to
in all its turpitude, the guilt—the soul-de three quarters of a mile, through the foaming ed
time to time a vista opens through the clouds of give glory unto my name, saith the Lord of hosts, I
stroying guilt of arraying the intellectual dies, to the British shore; but bridges invite biin,
spray;
and, struggling with the foam and breakers, will even send a curse upon you, and I will curse
faculties with which God has endowed him, in safety, to explore the isle that hangs upon the
the
ferry
boat is seen, shooting, alternately, yourblessings-your national and individual blessings.
and which makes him to differ in degree summit of the falls, like some enchanted spot,
through
mists
and rainbows; till, as she nears the By our arrogance and pride we have provoked the
from all others of his creatures—into a bul or optical illusion, on the top of a water spout;
anger of the Lord against us, and already brought
shore, she seems to plunge into the radiant flood,
wark, behind which he takes shelter, think or like a green oasis ’mid a waste of floods, that
down a curse from his presence upon the fair and
as falling waters intercept the view. W. N.
goodly heritage of blessings which he has given us as
ing it an ample defence, and an all-sufficient roll, and boil, and tumble with unceasing din, on
a people. Now by dispensations which every heart
plea, that will excuse him from believing every side.

anything which his finite capacities can not
reconcile, as being perfectly consonant to
his perverted judgment, in matters pertain
ing to those high interests of the soul;—in
terests _so momentous, that a merciful God,
in pity to his blindness, has condescended to
make a revelation unto him, by which he
may be saved.
There are no interests connected with
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Since I first saw Niagara, part of the table
rock, on the Canada side, has fallen, and the curve
of the horse-shoe fall has been altered by the des THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESS.
truction of three quarters of an acre of ihe rocks
CINCINNATI ANO LOUISVILLE:
of the rapids. Thus does this mighty power,
SATURDAY, JULY 10,1841.
slowly, but steadily, saw its way towards the up
per lakes.
FUNERAL OBSEQUIES—‘HONOR TO WHOM
The scenery of Niagara has been so often, so
HONOR.’

ably, and so minutely described, that it might be
Few men in pur time, have passed to the ropose
man’s condition and destiny, at all compa tiresome to dilate upon it here. To the vister, of the grave, with such demonstrations of a nation’s
rable with those which relate to his spiritual however, the variety of this moving wonder ap grief, and such home-felt and heart-felt veneration
nature, and none for which he feels so little pears to he infinite, and the power of doing jus and love, as our late chief magistrate. The heartless
pageant—the hollow imposing ceremonial, are often
solicitude, and which engages so little of his tice to the subject to be denied to the pencil as witnessed in the old governments of Europe; hut it
attention. His coldness and indifference to well as to the pen. Every different point of pros is only when a good man dies, under any form of
a matter of so great magnitude, and of such pect,—the ever varying altitude of the sun,— human government, that his obsequies are honored by
vital importance, is not confined to any age and every cloud that passes through the vault of the tears of affection, the demonstration of real grief.
Though three months have passed since the death
or country, but common to all, and can in heaven, producing a new and unexpected combi
of Harrison, though during that period he has been
no way be satisfactorily accounted for, but nation with the ever changing, thundering mass
mourned as r.o one in our Republic since the death
upon the admission of that natural depravity of waters.
of Washington has been, the bearing of his remains
We h|d all the advantage that a full river, and to bis own neighborhood and city, their interment on
of the human heart, and entire corruption of
our moral nature, which ensued as a conse glorious sun-shine could bestow. It was one of Tuesday at North Bend—the place of their final re
quence of the fall of man from the high mo those bright but temperate days that are usual in pose—awakened sensations of as deep and solemn
grief as were experienced on the first intelligence of
ral estate in which God created him, in his the last of September;—the most charming sea
his departure. We do not find it in our heart to
son
in
the
American
year.
Spring
is
an
impor

confederate head in the garden of Eden.
speak of the funeral pageant; for such, more or less,
To satisfactorily account for this fact by any ted name, with scarcely a corresponding reality. a public funeral always is; though in this case every
process of reason, or system of philosopliv, The heat of summer generally commencing on thing was so fitly done, and' accempanied with such
independent of admitting the perfect sover the disappearance of frost,—that mild and balmy, manifestations of sincere grief, that we felt that such
honors to the venerated and honored dead, were
eignty of God, is entirely beyond the power bland and joyous time of haw-thorn blossom and
scarcely more than the simple expression, or acting
harmonious
bowers,
is
hut
little
known.
But
of man to do; and he who attempts it, will
out, of what could not he repressed by those who
find himself threading the mazes of a laby when the heat of the sun is mitigated, and the loved and admired the deceased in the ordinary rela
rinth which becomes the more intricate the bright blue skies of autumn can be fully enjoyed, tions of home and of familiar citizenship. Such testi
farther he proceeds; and if persevered in, the season is delicious, and this description of mony to his worth following him to his quiet grave,
will drive him to the necessity of impiously weather frequently continues, here, till Decem on the banks of the Ohio, and in the midst of those ru
ral scenes which hfs later years had adorned as by the
impeaching the sovereignty of Jehovah, or ber, and a little farther to the South, till Janua wisdom of a Cincinnatus, is the fittest conclusion of
of going one awful step boyond, and denying ry. Sliding, gradually, and almost impercepti those tributes ol respect with which an afflicted and
the existence of a God. With reverence be bly, into the clear and bracing frosts of the Ameri mourning people have spontaneously honored his

For every bauble drivelled o’er by sense
For change of fancies, and relays of joy
To drag the sufferer through the tedious length
Of a short winter’s day.”-----

neglect of another. NVe feel this the more, as our
,
c
x
r
,
, , .
cJer^Y are for the most part preferred as chaplains
r
in both the army and the navy. Should there not
be special wayer for those who stand on our
ramparts, and peril their lives in our defence?
Why pray for ttte 1 resident, the civil authority,
and for Congress, and i?ot specially tor our gal

Take care, gentlemen, that you fall not int5 (
The observation of Co;,,
idge in relation to a certain flimsy style of writL
in general, *is forcibly true of the works before
“ Like idle morning visitors the brisk and breathy
periods hurrj in and hurry off, in quick and pt,,^
less succession : each indeed for the moment of jj,
stay prevents the pain of vacancy, while it indulge
the love of sloth: but altogether, they leave
mistress of the house (the soul 1 mean) flat andtl
hausted, incapable of attending to her own concern
and unfitted for the conversation of more ration
guests.” “ Those who confine their heading togb,,
books, dwarf their own faculties, and finally red^j
tk?ir understandings to a deplorable imbecility, j
can n°t hut be injurious to the human mind neve/,
be called into effort: the habit of receiving pleat,.,
without any exertion of thought, by the mere exci/
ment of cunocity and sensibility, may justly be raed among the worst effects of novel-reading.”
A second consideration deserves notice: in resp^
to the opinions and inoral impressions oj the
an indulged fondness for this department ot popu^
literature, is highly injurious.
I hey present
views of human life, and false impressions of
principle in various ways. Notwithstanding tj^
pretensions to verisimilitude, they are too geneit,
filled with highly colored portraits; and where It,
is not the case, where single characters are notaliu
gclher ideal, such is the arrangement of incident
such the marvellous coincidences of time and pl»tt
as to present altogether a narrative, which as a
leaves a false impression of life. The lights are to*
strong—the shadows too deep—the heroes and i*.
roines too beautiful and perfect—the villains tooj*
teresting—the accidents and surprises too unlike v,
average realities of the world, although not ab»*.
lutely impossible. The effect of all this is to create
a morbid distaste for the sober occurrences andd*
ties of our uniomantic existence—a Hunkering afte
exciting adventure and a restless craving for thot.
ideal circles where the mind may enjoy that etherek
sentimentality and super-refinement of sensibility
which it does not find in its present circle of assoc,,,
tions. After following tlie labulous vicissitudes, ||(
ecstatic joys, and sorrows, and hair-breadth escaper
of the heroes and heroines, and listening to the cot.
versations in which the actors talk “ like a book,'
the habitual reader awakened from his vision 1,
some stupid reality, is cross and snappish, and 4
scends with infinite reluctance from his “airy flight,
to the hum-drum scenes of this common-place work
to study a problem, to foot up a page of accounts,));
to prepare an invoice—or (if the reader he a lady)t*
superintend the concerns of a household, hem a gat.
ment, or if she can, makp a pudding. To be serious,
higher interests than these are interfered with: tht
sensibilities are unprofitabiy excited, for multitude,
who can weep over a tale of romantic distress, an
not thereby disposed, hut rather indisposed to h
brought into contact witli real misery, and embod
their sensibilities in some active form of benevolent:

ite of mind so ignoble.
state

lant army and navy.
THE APPROACHING CONVENTION OF THE
DIOCESE.

We beg leave to call the attention of our
Brethren, both clerical and lay, to the propriety
of taking early measures for securing a full at
tendance at the next Convention. If elections of
Lay Delegates are made in season, arrangements
can generally he formed, which will enable the
members to attend; and we would add our con
victions of the importance of their being with
us. We have noticed with sorrow and shame
how few of our men of standing and influence
in society, are with us in the legislative coun
cils of the Diocese; and yet, they are wanted,
greatly wanted there. Questions are there dis
cussed and measures proposed, of vital impor
tance to the prosperity of religion in general, and
of the church in particular. Great assistance may
be rendered, much good done, and, what is still
better, perhaps, much evil may be prevented by
the presence and wisdom of men over whom the
experience of years has spread the mantle of
personal influence and known principles. We
respectfully put it to the consciences of our ves
try men and church members, if they do not owe it
to themselves and to the Diocese, to pay more
attention to this subject? Ought they not to pick
out their very best men, and say to them, “Breth
ren, we elect you at an early day, in advance of
the time of meeting, that you may make your ar
rangements to attend; we will provide for your
expenses in going and returning, for if you give
us your time and services, we cannot in justice
ask more, and all we do ask is, your counsel and
representative aid in Convention. Go, in the
name of this Parish, and bear our share in matur
ing and strengthening the institutions of the Di
ocese.”

feels, he calls us to return to a more reverent ac
knowledgment of his divine sovereignty—to a devout
reliance upon Him—that this curse may he averted,
and that he may exalt us again in due time. This
visitation of Almighty God, solemnly rebukes the
violent and virulent spirit of party—the intense sel
fishness and reckless of the scramble for place—the
disgraceful prostitution of the press to the purposes
of partizan and private emolument—the profaneness
and profligacy of men high in office and low in prin
ciple.
This dispensation—is as if an angel from the
presence chamber of Jehovah were sent down to us
as an erring people, and commissioned to go from
state to state of our confederacy, and from family to
family, and from heart to heart, and to peal out in a
voice of impressive warning: ‘If ye will not hear, and
if ye will not lay it to heart to give glory unto my
name, saith the Lord of hosts, I will even send a
curse upon you, and I will curse your blessings.’—
Spare thy people, O Lord, and give not thy heri
tage to reproach.—To the Lord our God belong
mercies and forgiveness, though we have rebelled
against him.
WIIAT DO THESE THINGS MEAN?

In the brief space of a few months no less
than three officers of eminent rank in our go
vernment have been removed by death, viz: one
of the judges of the Supreme Court of the Uni
ted States, then the President, and recently, the
Major General of the U. S. Army. What do
these things mean? Verily, we are a stricken
people, and God seems to have a controversy with
us. Now, we are firm in the belief of a special
providence, and desire to observe carefully the
teachings of these interpositions of the Almigh
ty. To us they seem to proclaim the note of ad
monition to our government functionaries, and
to all men holding stations of official influence.

great virtues.
it spoken, yet if man could have been ad can winter.
How necessary such admonition,_ for how few
We
descended
the
steps,
and
saw,
as
it
were,
mitted to the councils of the A1 mighty before
To human view, no single dispensation of Provi of these very men have ever given clear eviden
the fall, and made sensible of the power of at one elevation, a shifting mountain of emerald, dence could have been more deeply afflictive to ns as ces of vital piety! And yet, of all men living,
Satan in totally corrupting the heart, and surmounted by light and fleecy clouds of spray, a people, than the removal by death of the venerated they seem to stand in greatest need ol piety,
chief who had so recently entered upon the adminis
perverting his faculties, were that power that, as they shone in strong relief upon the
tration of this government. After a period of fearful whether we look to the temptations around them,
once permitted to have dominion over the deep blue sky, appeared a bright aurora borealis. political contest and agitation—enlisting the very or the facilities of usefulness they possess.
human race, would not his conclusion as to At another, those white and shining mists, as worst and the very best passions of men—and testing
The late Major General McCoornb, although
the consequences resulting from such an es they hovered o’er the shadowy fall, resembled as by fire, the conservative power of our constitution, (as we believe.) not a professor of religion, che
tablished truth, have been, that man would on a smaller scale, the snowy alps, as they lift and the stability of our government, the sovereign rished a high regard for men of known and deci
voice of the majority of the people placed William
become just as corrupt; just as much aliena their stately heads above the mcr dc glace, or
Henrv Harrison in the proudest seat of earthly ma ded piety, and was marked in his respectful bear
ted from all natural love to God, and filled above the sombre clouds that seem to gaze with gistracy. The result was as decisive, as the struggle ing towards ministers of the gospel. Travelling
with hatred to him, and love for his oppo wonder from the world below. Again, the lim had been intense and fearful. And from the remotest in company with him, some years since, we re
site, as the history of the world has ever pid water, dashing on the pointed cliffs, and hamlets of the land, the gratulations of almost filial collect an incident, which, we venture to narrate.
testified to us, and as is manifested all around dancing in the sun beams, seemed like a shower hearts were sent up to honor the simple and august The subject of our liturgy was introduced, and
ceremonial of his inauguration. It was a sublime
us, and felt within our own bosoms, and of rainbows, or like a mighty cataract of dia
spectacle. The magnanimous and heroic chief stood after several remarks were made, chiefly in its fa
evinced in our own lives? Doubtless such monds.
before an assembly such as is very seldom addressed vor, he observed, that as an officer of the army
would have been his conclusion; and formed
How numerous and impressive the analogies! by the voice of so true a lover of his country. After he had one exception to our morning prayer: and
with as much certainty of its correctness, rapt by poetic visions, that bright, majestic cloud, the fit and good words of patriotism and sagacity that was, the omission of the army and navy:
as now we know that when man yields him serenely floating in its upper air, might, to the addressed to that vast assemblage—and the noble and that we offered prayer for “the President of the
pious* declaration, of Christian faith with which he
self to the dominion of any destructive vice, fancy’s eye, present a great, and elevated mind,
concluded—he retired to his chamber of prayer—and United States, and all in civil authority;” hut
that it will cause his ruin unless he is de calmly contemplating the rude tumultuous clash on his knees commenced the high duties of a reli that we entirely overlooked the naval and mili
livered from its power.
And have we not of temporal events, absorbing and immense to gious and righteous administration.
tary authorities. He was informed, that, it was
testimony even more sure than such would those whose spirits soar not from the nether
Three weeks before, at a late hour of the evening generally supposed, by our clergy, that those va
be ?
Have we not assurance upon this world. And there that stream continuous, (the previous to his departure Irom this city, it had been lued portions of our fellow-citizens were includ
point which is perfect beyond the possibility same, though changing,) is ever dropping, like our privilege to kneel by his side, while prayer was ed in the collect referred’to: that they were com
offered in his behalf, in reference to the solemn
of a doubt? Yea, such sure testimony have the race of man, into its destined sea; jet still
responsibilities of the station to which he was about prehended among those in “civil authority.”
we in the divine record which God has given succeeding waters follow;—still unbroken is its to be elevated. His devout attitude and manner, and “Ah,” he replied, “that would do very well if the
ns, and given to us for the very purpose of rapid tide.
his fervent and emphatic response, deeply impress the rubric did not say, ‘civil authority:’the qualify
establishing for us a fact, which we never
At Goat Island, situated at the top and edge of ed us with the sincerity of his heart in that act of so ing word, ‘civil,’ seeming to designate the civil
otherwise could have learned. If such be the perpendicular rock that divides the falls, and cial religious duty; and ofthe exalted aims with which list as distinguished from the military.’ ” He in
he was about to enter upon his work. That work
the case, it may be asked, why is it that which contains an area of twenty acres, we cros of solemn trusts and solemn duty—as well as of emi sisted upon viewing it as an unkind omission.
man is so prone to unbelief in regard to the sed the rapids by a well bridged way, and scaled nent and world-honored dignity—is scarcely entered We have often reverted to his criticism upon the
fact of his natural corruption of heart? To the prospect tower, that, like the ark upon mount upon, before a voice comes up from the grave—and rubric in question, and ventured to wish that
this it may be answered that just here lies Arrarat, firmly stands; while all aiound, the that head silvered with the frosts of venerable and the single word, ‘civil,’ which restricts the
all the difficulty connected with this interest wide and boisterous waves, tossing m confusion honored age, and of long and arduous devotion to the scope of the petition, could he stricken out.
service of his country, is laid on’the pillow of death.
ing and important subject, a difficulty which on the rocks, then pouring in continual flood in
The same noble and high-souled patriotism animates Our church is much indebted to the army for sev
all the combined wisdom of the most leaili to the gulf beneath, figures a subsiding deluge. him in the hour of dissolution, and dictates his dying eral of her most efficient clergy, among whom
ed natural minds which the world has ever
From this point there is an interesting view words to the government and to the people; and the are two Bishops who were educated, in secular
seen, would he totally inadequate to solve, of the rapids, that extend for two miles towards same blessed faith sustains him as he yields to the learning, at the Military Academy at West Point,
but which the most simple Christian mind the upper lakes. Erie, the first above the falls, omnipotenceof death, the trophies of earthly dignity (an institution which owes much to the
and honor, and passes awaj^ to the silent repose of
can reconcile and make perfectly satisfac of those “inland seas,’’-for it is folly to call
the grave—and, as we trust, to the possession of an late Major General of the Army,) and certainly
tory to liis comprehension,—and justify all “lakes’ those mighty waters, whose distant^ eternal weight of glory.
1 ought not to allow any part of her public serthe ways of God to man.
This powerful

MESOPOTAMIA.

It is customary to speak of the approaching
conventions as being specially important; and,
doubtless, they are all so; but then, there is al
ways a marked value to he attached to the Con
vention which precedes the triennial assembly
of the whole church, Such will be our next; and
it ought therefore to be filled with the best intel
lectual and moral worth of the Diocese. Wc
trust it may, and that prayer may be early offer
ed for the blessing and presence of God, and liberal souls at work devising liberal things for

Mr. Southgate, in a recent communication narrated
some facts about that country, and its ecclesiastical
concerns, which are striking and interesting.
Chaldean Patriarch.—Among the Chaldeans,
the Patriarchate long has been hereditary, descend
ing from uncle to nephew, the Patriarchs themselves
being without children, not being allowed to inarn.
On the death of the late Patriarch, this longest
fished custom was broken up, although there was i
regular successor claiming the office. Instead ol'tis
being allowed quietly to enter it, a legate was sen
from Rome with instructions to confer the dignity
upon another individual, a Chaldean by birth,

MR. NIXON’S MUSICAL SEMINARY.

We had the pleasure of passing an hour on
Tuesday evening, at the Saloon of Mr. Nixon, and
of listening to one of his familiar lectures to the
numerous pupils of his Seminary.
These lectures exhibit a perfect familiarity with
the science of music, and singular skill and
ability in imparting instruction, on the part of
Mr. N-, and are accompanied with such examina
tions and exercises, of Iris pupils upon the Piano
Forte, as must afford the highest gratification to
their parents.
Some what distrusting our own judgment as to
the relative merits of Logicfs system, which is
adopted with such success at the Seminary of Mr.
N., we make use with pleasure, of the following
expression which has just been handed us by an
English gentleman competent to express an opin
ion entitled to the utmost respect.
“I have great pleasure in expressing my en
tire gratification at the exhibition at Mr. Nix

on’s Musical Seminary on last Tuesday even
ing.

His having adopted the system of Lo-

gier, must give him great superiority over

the generality of Teachers.

It required only

to witness the progress his pupils have made,
to convince the most sceptical on that point.

“I confess I was delighted at the promptness
and correctness of the replies given by very
young ladies, to some of the most difficult

questions in the theory of music, and which

it would puzzle many who consider them
selves professors, to answer.
“I heartly wish Mr. N. success, and feel
confident that a discerning public will reward

his labors by a liberal patronage.
“A true Friend to Music.”
The injurious influence of fictitious reading—novels
and novelets—with which the press teems in every
form of cheapness and attraction, is forcibly set forth
in the following paragraphs, from a popular Lecture,
by Dr. Potts. We need line upon line, and pre
cept upon precept, on this facinating subject.

INJURIOUS INFLUENCE OF FICTITIOUS
READING.

In the first place—considered in their influence
upon the understanding— an habitual resort to these
works, tends to weaken the higher faculties. The
power of attention to abstract truth is lost, by being
employed upon the intricacies of a plot: curiosity—
that mental excitability, which was given to carry us
into another and higher direction, among the more
important objects of knowledge—is diverted and ex
hausted in watching the developments of a story,
which after all, may be a very unreal representation
of incident and character. In a word, a love for the
mere excitement of narrative will indispose us to ex
amine subjects of positive utility, because they re
quire effort and study. An habitual novel reader, is
like an epicure wholives to eat, and does not eat to
live, and who has no appetite for plain food, unless
with the accompaniment of wines and stimulating
condiments: the mere luxury of amusement, becomes
at last the ultimatum of his reading. How numer
ous this class of readers—and how far short they
come of the serious ends of a power to read and
think! Such minds are like a man who stands all
day long in a thoroughfare to watch the numberless
objects that pass, and passively taking one useless
impression after another: or like those pleasure-hun
ters, who to escape the monster ennui—
“ Send to other worlds for odors, sauce and song,
And robes and notions framed in foreign looms—

Who deem

the Latin Church. He was in Bagdad at the time
of iny visit to the city, waiting for the death of Ihe
Patriarch, that he might take his place. Thelegile
of the Pope proceeded to Bagdad, and accompanied
the Archbishop to Mossoul, An assembly of the
Metropolitans having been convened, the legate
nounced to them the decision ofthe Pope, by which
the Archbishop of Salmas was made Patriarch ofthe
Chaldean Church. Leaving then his seat, he went 1
and rendered obeisance to the Patriarch, and the Me
tropolitans followed his example. Thus the noil S
was done. The nephew of the late Patriarch claim !
ed his office in vain, and the new incumbent entered
upon its duties without opposition. The acimmlj
be considered as a lawful one, in that it was dote |
with the sanction of Metropolitans, but the agent! I
of the Pope in the matter is in direct violation ofti
pledge with which the first offers of a union me
made to the Chaldean Church a century ago. Tk
promise then was that nothing in the establish
rights and usages of the Church should be interfere
with; but this is only one out of numerous instance
in which that promise has been forgotten.
The Patriarch of the Jacobites, when he return
from his visit to Constantinople in 1838, carried will
him a firman, requiring that the wall which hadbeet
erected in the Syrian Churches of Mossoul shouldit
taken down, and the entire churches restored to lie
Jacobites. The order was carried into execution,
and the strife which had been somewhat appeased!;'
the former Firman granting their erection, returned
in full violence. The poor Jacobite?, relieved ta
the terror which the first Firman had created, asstiffl
ed a holder stand, while the seceders, alarmed at tht
change in the aspect of affairs, began in their tun
to tremble. Alutian Isai, the Syrian Archbishopof
Mossoul, who was my host while in Mossoul, had
been the principal agent in procuring the erectionc'
the walls in the first instance. He undertookast
cond journey to Constantinople for the purposed
procuring their re-erection, and by the aid of lb
French Ambassador succeeded in obtaining a ne’
Firman similar to the first. The consequence is
that the walls have been built up again, and the con
tentions between the Jacobites and the Schismatic
have become more deadly than ever. A fewoftk!
latter have returned to their church, and Mutianlst
is greatly weighed down and discouraged by the di!
Acuities which surround him. Considerable disaffe
tion has prevailed among the seceders, and hete
found himself the object of opposition and abuse fro:
his own party. The disaffection seemed to have an
sen front some ecclesiastical impost made upon the
Schismatics, which they were unwilling to sustain
On the other hand, a wealthy Armenian of Mossoul
has established a school among the Jacobites, and
has been provided, in part, with Arabic books fror
the Church missionary press at Malta. The state
things seems unusually favorable.
I have already alluded to the union existing be
tween the Jacobite and Armenian Churches. J think
that, union maybe made of great advantage in 08
nerv mission. The countries of the Jacobite and Ar
menians border upon each other. The population^
the former on the Tigris, and of the latter in the
northern part of Kuristan, approach within fill;
miles of each other. The interval is the mountain
ous region of Kuristan, but I have no doubt that
is a region which may be traversed with safety.
I am disposed to believe it will be found that the IP
populations spoken of, actually meet aud comminf!'
in this interval of fifty miles. My present intent^
is to set the matter at rest by pursuing the same rot'
which 1 did fonnerty as tar as Mouslr or Bithlis ad
then strikihg across the country towaros Mardi»
At Mardin and piabekir there is a considerable At
menian population, which increases towards Torah
or towards the frontier between Syria and Turkev-

Rhode Island Convention—The Fifty-Fitf
Annual Convention of the Church in Rhode Is
land, was held on Tuesday, June 8, in Trinity
Church, Newport. The Bishop was prevented
from attending by the Massachusetts Convention.
After morning prayer, the Rev. John West Bet
tor of Zion Church, was chosen chairman, and
subsequently President of the Convention.’ The
Rev. Francis Vinton, Rector of Trinity Church,
was chosen Secretary. The Convention was otganized by the representatives of both ordersoD
majority of the churches in the diocese. Owing
to the sickness of the Rev. S. Penny, Jr. the
preacher appointed at the last Convention ’ the
sermon and communion were postponed till the
conclusion of the session; at which time a ser
mon was preached by the Rev. Alexander H, Vinton, Rector of Grace Church, and the com
4 munion was administered by Rev. Q. w. Hath

®l)c Wtekvn (fpisroptri ©bstrtitv.

FOR SUNDAY SCHOOLS/
LITURGY; ok Manual of Sunday .School
Devotion and Instruction. Adapted ‘9 Ca
pacities of. Children. Bf Rev. Henry Blackallei,
two days; and he expressed his admiration at the ciety of the Methodist Episcopal Church was street, between Vine and Walnut streets. A few of
Rector
of Trinity Church, Bridgewater, Mass.
her
pa.'ntings
may
be
seen
at
the
Exhibition
of
the
The Rt. Rev. Charles Pettit Mcllvaine, D. D., successful result of the exertion and the perse ealebrated at Monrovia on the 16th of January,
Academy of Fine Arts, near the Post Office.
contents. .
.
the Rev. John Seys presiding. After some
Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church,
Cincinnati, April 24, 1840.
verance of the engineers. M. Mulot, Sen’r. who
Nature and Attributes of God.—The omnipresence
suitable addresses, eight gentlemen were made
in the diocese of Ohio.
God; the omniscience of God; the ommpotehb4
directed the process of perforation, is to receive
A CARD.
of God: the justice of God: the holiness of God:
members of the parent board in this city, by
The Rev. William Augustine Smallwood, A.
With a view to introduce to the inhabitants of the truth of God: the wisdom of Grid: the goodnes*
a subscription of $160. Thus we see the good
M., Pastor of St. James’ Church, Zanesville; the decoration of the Legion of Honor.
of God: the mercy of God.
The minister, on leaving the abattoir, gave or seed sown is producing seed in that far off land. Cincinnati the Ian v whose name is attached to the
James Crowdv, Senior Warden—Elisha Ed
Works of Goil.—Creation: providence: redemp
above, 1 beg leave to say, that Mrs. Wood is a daugh
ders «that gratuities should be distributed amongst
The Liberia annual conference commenced ter ofWm. Daniell, R oyal Academician of London, tion.
gerton Fillmore, Junior AVarden.
Institutions of God.—The church: the sanctuary f
its session at Monrovia on the 14th of January, favorably known to artii'ts as one ofthe most accom
the workmen.—La Presse.
VESTRYMEN.
plished paditers of England. Parents desirous of the scriptures; the Lord’s day: the ministry; bap
and
continued
until
the
20th.
It
appears
that
The above truly great work is represented to
having their daughters instructed in the beautiful art tism; confirmation; Lord’s supper.
James Varnum Cushing, Isaac Dillon,
Dodrities, Privileges, and Ditties of the Christian.
the number of members belonging to the Meth of landscape and figure drawing may here have an
be eighteen hundred feet in depth, to discliarge
Daniel Applegate,
William Keeth,
odist Church in Africa is 992, and 401 chil opportunity seldom to be met with. Having seen ) —Commandments: tall of man; repentartBoj faith;
Mrs. Wood’s drawings, and r eceived instructions
P/ayer.praise; hope; joy.
John Tileson Fracker, Sen.
ninety cubic feet of water per minute, and to dren attached to the Sabbath Schools.
Christ.—Ofir prophet; our high j)*:est; our king?
from her in a member of my own iamuy, 1 can bear
exert, at the bottom of the well, a force, equal
our
example.
Dr. W. H. Taylor, one of the missionaries, testimony to her faithful as well as eminently skil
Dispensation of God.—Affliction; death; judgment/
TOPICS OF
to fifty atmospheres. At the top it is twenty died at Monrovia on the 3d of February__ ful exertions for her pupils.
eternity; heaven; hell.
H
enry V. D. Johns.
two inches in diameter, and at the bottom seven £N. Y. Commercial Advertiser.
Easts and Festivals of the C/iurcA.—Christmas'
“J tie for m a nfi press u vc of
Cm c .”
Cincinnati, April 8, 1841.
Good Friday; Easter Day; Ascension Day, Whitsun
Later from Africa.—We have seen Capt.
inches and two tenths.
Reference may also be made to. the
day; Godhead, dr Trinity Sunday.
Cooper, of the British brig Emily, from Af
SATURDAY, JULY 10, J841.
Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaIne, D- D.
Occasional Subjects.—End of the year; fiew year;
Rev. C. Colto'n, D. D.
rica, who has furnished us with the following
death of a teacher, death of a scholar; Sunday
The minister of Public works has declared the
R
ev
.
J.
T.
B
r
O
oke
.
In consequence of the arrangement already
schools; missions; duty to rulers; duty to parents,'
intelligence. He left Sierra Leone on the elev
noticed, all remittances, and letters of business must conditions of the projected rail road from Mountcollects.
enth
of
May.
—
when
he
left
it
was
very
sick

hereafter be addressed lo the Rev. C. Colton.
explanation of contents.
To Parents.
pelier to the Belgian frontier. He has decided ly at that place. A number of deaths had oc
The friends of our press and paper will be interesft has been the author’s aim to give a consecutive
HE second half session of the subscriber's
I ted to know that so tar as the proprietor and those that all the proprietors of founderies throughout curred; among them was Sir John Jeremie,
School commenced on Monday, 26th uft. view o.t the doctrines, duties, privileges, and institu
I associated with him in the editorship, are able to
tions of Christianity, and of those of our church in,
Instruction will be given in Greek, Latin, French',
i judge, the removal of the former to Cincinnati, and the kingdom, shall be permitted to bid for the the Governor General. He had been but a
Mathematics, and the usual branches of an English particular. To such a scheme, the improvement of
few months in the country.
| the simultaneous publication of the Observer at Cin- contracts.—lb.
each Sabbath in the year was favorable. His aim
Education.
I cinnati and Louisville, are likely to place both the
While Capt. Cooper was at Sierra Leone
The number of pupils will be limited, and those has Been to stale what he conceives to be the obvi
press and the paper upon a footing of permanancy
two vessels came up from Monrovia, with intended for any of the Eastern Colleges, will have ous sense of Scripture,while he has endeavored, in
and greatly increased usefulness. Such is the result
CHINA.
consideration of their design and use, to give them’
of the experiment during the first half of its present
passengers bound to New York,—the brigs opportunity of persuing a course of study, strictly all .‘he interest he could by making them simple but1'
Capture of Canton by the English.
preparatory for those institutions.
volume. They take courage therefore in their work.
Rudolph Groning, and Mentor. They had
For particulars, apply to the subsciber at his not puerile; illAstrative,’ but not low.
The importance of a vigorously sustained Episco (From the Bombay Overland Courier of May 1.)
The limitassigned in each exhortation, as will be
some twenty passengers, among whom was school room, Sixth street, (south side) between Vine
pal paper in the Western Dioceses and missions is
The intelligence received from China dur
perceived, admitted of little more than a simple ex
every day becoming more obvious. The editors
Rev, John Seys, the superintendant of the and Walnut.
position, illustration arid improvement of the sub/
E. SMITH BROOKS.
cannot too strongly express their conviction of this, ing the past month is of a highly interesting
Methodist mission in Africa, Mr. Jayne, late
ject,—a plan, disadvantageous in some respects,' yet
and their resolution, God giving them ability, to la and important nature. Our latest news from
REFERENCES.
favorable, as he conceives, to the incipient develope-'
bor earnestly to accomplish so good and necessary a Macao is to the 31st of March. Keshen’s printer of the Luminary, and Mr. and Mrs.
Judge Este,
S. W. Pomeroy, Esq.
ments of the mind, by clearing (he view of all ex
work.
Dupees; they were in good health, and those
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, N. Longworth, Esq.
traneous
matter, that especially which is pjurely
They desire, at this stage of their progress, very continued procrastination having at length ex
Rev. C. Colton,
E. D. Mansfield, Esq.
who were on board of Capt. Taylor’s brig,
speculative. The canticles take a peculiar form’
cordially to thank their clerical and lay brethren who hausted Captain Elliott’s patience, the Neme
H. Starr, Esq.
from the wish to commit the heart of the child ot
have aided them in their work, and earnestly lo re sis steamer was despatched from Macao on the Mentor, having been transferred to the Ru
May 1st, 1841.
expressions before God, which, under the divine
quest their co-operation in two or three main points,
dolph Groning, the latter was to sail in a day
Spirit, might serve to impress more vividly, and se
viz: 1, the bringing the paper upon the footing of ad the 14th February with a draft of a treaty for
or two for New York. It is probable she
cure more lastingly in tbe mind, the truth on each'
vance payment.
the approval and ratification of the imperial
Walnut Mills Cemetery.
Sabbath declared. He has not restricted himself to*
would touch at the Cape de Verds.—
2. 77<c increase of the subscription list to 2000.
high commissioner. The commander of the
OTS ill this Cemetery, laid out on the grounds the language of David, for wa of matter suffleien tly
3. An increased advertising patronage to the paper
N.
Y.
Com.
Adv.
belonging to Lane Seminary, are oiiered for pertinent to his design, hut he conceives that tin?
from mercantile and other business men of the two steamer was ordered to wait at the Bogue for
use of the ‘Te deum,’ and the ‘Benedicite,’ in the
sale.
cities.
a reply until the 13lh, and in the event of his
The ground is near enough lo the city for conve church services, supports him in the latitude he has’
not receiving one by that date, to return im
taken
in t heir construction.
Criminal Statistics —A late London pa nience, and yet distant enough to be free from inter
Interesting Correspondence.—The fol mediately to Macao.
In making the canticle and subsequent priyev
per contains the following return of the trade ruption, and to secure that retirement so desirable
mutifdlly refer to the truth stated in tbe exhortation
to the repose of departed friends,
lowing letters do honor to the feelings which
This he accordingly did on the 19th, and occupations of persons taken into cus
Those wishing to purchase lots are requested to he designs that the association in the child’s mind
dictated them. They are both very happy in Keshen not having made his appearance. A tody, charged tVith offences against the laws, inquire of Mr. Stephen Burrows, corner of Fourth shall be, if possible, sufficiently striking to leave 3"
during the year 1840, in the metropolitan and Vine Streets, Cincinnati; or of Mr. Ford, at the comparatively clear conception of what it has been’
their style and the sentiments which they ex circular was then published, stating that the
Seminary, who will also give direction to the Sexton taught.
squadron was then moving towards the Boc- district.
of any interments to be made.
June 15 25 6m
1 i the prayers the author has deairdd to make us&
press.
They will find a response in every
“
Perhaps
it
is
not
generally
known
that
ca Tigris. On the following day Capt. Elliott
f the language of the Book of Common prayer,"
IlristoI
’
M
Extract
of
Sarsaparilla,
no
less
than
70,717
individuals
were
taken
true American heart.
where fie possibly could; wherein he has failed, Ji«i
received a message from Keshen, in which
into custody the past year, and that, accord
OR the cure of Scrofula, Syphilis, Cancer, Lc- has aimed at some humble imitation. BefsideS fire
From the National Intelligencer.
the latter stated his willingness to sign the
««n»<
r>
/,»„»,
r.-...-;..',,/,,?
x
—
appropriate
use of the book, it is respectfully sug
ing to the returns in the police-sheet, there JU prosy, Salt Rheum, Erysipelas,
treaty, and excuses his delay in not coming
Washington, July 1, 1841.
gested to parents whether it might not be used as'
were laborers generally 18,105,artisans 123,
From the New World.
a Sabbath evening exercise with their children tff
to the Bogue when the steamer was there, by bakers 141, bookbinders 218, bricklayers
To the House of Representatives of the U. S.
Bristol's Extract of Sarsaparilla.—This is one of some profit; especially on those Sabbaths when thfc
alleging that he had been detained by some 908, brassfounders, 287, brokers 91, brush- the few advertised meaicines that cannot be stigma children have been prevented by the weather, or any
I have the honor herewith to submit to the
piratical boats. This appears to have been a makers 146, buttonmakers 10, carpenters tized with quackeryt We invite tlie attention of other cause from attending school.
House of Representatives the copy of a letter
The above excellent work or Sunday Schools may
mere ruse to gain time. On the 24th of Feb 1523, clerks 405, coach and cabmen 1319, those interested to the strongly certified case of cure
addressed by myself to Mrs. Harrison, in com
related by Air. Bristol, in our advertising columns. be had at the Bookstore of ISAAC N. WHITING,’
ruary a notification of the renewal of hostili coachmakers 273, corkcutters 92, curriers Sarsaparilla, it is well known, is one of the most ef Columbus, at $2, 75 per dozon or3Q cents each.
pliance with the resolutions of Congress, and
ties was issued by her Britannic Majesty’s 151, cutlers 159, drapers 138, dyers 220, ficient, and at the same time innocuous agents in
her reply thereto.
JOHN TYLER.
St. Mary’s Mall,
engineers 101, fishmongers 202, French po tbe whole materia medica, and by far the best and
subjects.
GREEN BANK, BURLINGTON, NEW
JERSEY/
lishers-709, gardeners, 523, glassmakers, purest preparation of it is that offered by Bristol.

away, Rector of St. Mark’s, assisted by Rev. W.
H. Newman, Rector of Christ Church. It was a
season of refreshment to the spirit after the warm
debates of the session. Among the important
matters discussed and acted on by this Conven
tion, were the constitutions and canons reported
last year. The constitution was finally adopted
by a large majority. The canons were amended
and passed. The committee on the history of the
church reported the collection of very interest
ing materials, and were directed to pursue their
investigation, and report next year. The paro
chial reports indicated a prosperous condition of
the diocese during the past year.
Resolutions were unanimously passed ex presj
sing the sympathies of the Convention with the
family and parish of the Rev. Robert E. North
ern, deceased, late Rector of St. Paul’s Church,
Portsmouth, and expressive of the loss thereby
sustained by the church.—Christian Witness.
WESTERN DIOCESES AND xMISSIONS.

OHIO.

St. James' Church, Zanesville, Ohio.—
The congregation of this church, having de
termined to erect a house of worship of a lar
ger and more commodious character, than that
which is at present occupied by them, assem
bled on Thursday, the 24th ot June, being St.
John the Baptist’s day, for the purpose of lay
ing the corner stone of the contemplated edi
fice.
An early hour had been chosen, in
order to avoid the heat of the season as much
as possible, and, happily, the sun was obscur
ed by clouds during the whole time of the
service.
At half past 7 o’clock, A. M., a
procession, consisting of the Sunday School,
the Hector, Wardens and Vestry, the Choir,
and the members of the congregation, was
formed at the door of the present church, and
‘moved thence to the ground, designated for
the building, where seats had been provided
for the ladies, and the necessary stones pre
pared. The exercises were as follows :—1.
Singing a portion of the 25th hymn to the
tune of Shirland—2. Reading the 24th Psalm,
the verses being alternated by the minister
and people—3. A brief address by the minis
ter, taken from the office for the consecration
of churches, with the exception of a few sen
tences, specially referring to the existing oc
casion—4. Prayer, consisting of a selection
of prayers made from the liturgy—5. The de
positing of a metal box beneath the stone, in
a cavity prepared for it—6. The laying of the
stone by the Rector—7. Prayer, consisting of
a selection made from those used by Bishop
Mcllvaine in laying the corner stone of Bex
ley llall—8. Singing the 101st Hymn to the
tune of Old Hundred—9. The prayer and
benediction, found at the end of the office for
consecrating churches. The impression pro
duced by these services upon a large auditory,
was very happy. A breathless silence and
an unabated interest prevailed throughout, and
the assemblage retired with an evident aspect
of mingled solemnity and joyfulness. A deep
sense of the importance of the tvork, and
warm emotions of pleasure at its having been
so auspiciously begun, appeared to be gene
rally felt.
The plan of the proposed building is deriv
ed from Trinity church, Boston, of which it
is almost an exact copy.
The style, it may
be remarked to those who have not seen that
edifice, is Gothic. Free stone is the material
to be used. There will be a basement story,
10 feet above ground, containing a lecture
room, which will also be used by the Sunday
school, a vestry-room, and a study. The
main story will be 28 feet high. The length
of the church will be 80 feet, and the breadth
50. Care has been ta^en to preserve facili
ties for an extension of the length without in
jury to the plan, whenever it may become
necessary. A tower, 18 feet square at the
base, and 84 feet high, will stand in front, and
form the entrance to a vestibule, running along
the entire front. The tower will project 3
feet beyodd the front walls of the church, and
be inserted to an equal extent into the body
of the building. The interior will be finish
ed to correspond with the outside, and besides
a gallery in front for the choir, and Sunday
schools, will present a series of 80 pews, 9
feet by 3, ranged along two five feet aisles.—
The ceiling will be fiat, but the Gothic effect
will be preserved by means of spandrils,
springing from the side walls between the
windows, and extending across the ceiling.
These will be covered with Gothic panel-work.
It is hoped that the congregation may be able
to use the basement story during the next
winter, and that, early in 1843, the whole
building will be finished, and ready for con
secration.
In laying the corner stone, the Rector used
the following words, striking the stone with
a mason’s hammer at the naming of each of
persons of the Trinity :—
Glory to God in the highest, and on earth
peace, good-will towards men.
I lay this
corner stone as the foundation of a house, to
be known by the name of St. James’ Church,
Zanesville, and devoted exclusively to the
worship of God, the preaching of the Gospel
■of our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, and the
administration of the Sacraments of the Pro
testant Episcopal Church, in the name of the
father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Ghost. Amen.
The deposits beneath the stone were : A
^*ble, a book of Common Prayer; a copy of
1’je Journal of the last Convention of the
Church in Ohio; the Churchman’s Almanac
Cor 1841; the last number of the Western
Episcopal Observer ; a written sketch of the
history of St. James’ Church, and a paper
containing the following memorandum :

RS. WOOD will give instructions in landIsaac Spangler, Esq., President of the town of slaughtering establishment) of Grenelle, from opened for divine service on the 7th of Febru
_ scape, figure, and miniature drawing, and
Zanesville.
which the water has been spouting for the last ary. The anniversary of the missionary so will tlso take likenesses, at her residence on Sixth
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Washington City, June 13, 1841.

My Dear Madam : The accompanying
resolutions, adopted by the Senate and House
of Representatives of the United States, will
convey to you an expression of the deep sym
pathy felt by the representatives of the States,
and of the People, in the sad bereavement
which yourself and the country have sustained
in the death of your illustrious husband. It
may now be justly considered that the public
archives constitute his enduring monument,
on which are inscribed, in characters not to
be effaced, the proudest evidences of public
gratitude for services rendered, and of sorrow
for his death. A great and united people shed
their tears over the bier of a devoted patriot
and distinguished benefactor.
In conveying to you, my dear madam, the
proposed respect of the two Houses of Con
gress for your person and character, and their
condolence on the late affiicting dispensation
of Providence, permit me to mingle my feel
ings with theirs, and to tender you my fervent
wishes for your health, happiness, and long
life.
JOHN TYLER.
Mrs. Anna Harrison.
North Bend, June 24, 1841.
Dear Sir: I have received with sentiments
of deep emotion the resolutions of the Senate
and House of Representatives, which you have
done me the honor of forwarding, relative to
the decease of my lamented husband.
I cannot sufficiently express the thanks I
owe to the nation and its assembled Represen
tatives, for their condolence, so feelingly ex
pressed, of my individual calamity, and the
national bereavment; but, mingling my tears
with the sighs of the many patriots of the land,
pray to Heaven for the enduring happiness
and prosperity of our beloved country.
ANNA HARRISON.
John Tyler, President of the United States.

[ Translations.]
EXTRACTS FROM OUR FRENCH JOUR
NALS.

England is giving, at this moment, a noble les

son to those oppositions whieh retard the pro
gress of good government. There is in England,
as in France and all other countries constitution

ally governed, an opposition that is constantly
exercising a certain control over the acts of the
administration; but it is too wise and patriotic
to degenerate into faction; it desires power for
the purpose of rendering the Government strong
and respected,—not in order to abandon it to
the hazard of events. In England, the whigs and
tones have the same end in view; they differ on
ly upon the means of effecting it.—LTmpartial
de Bcsancon.

M. Verusmor of Cherbourg, in a letter addres

Eis Excellency, John Tyler, President of the

United States,

A

the times.

sed to the Academy of Sciences, announces that
“ This corner-stone of a Church,
Known by the name of St. James’ Church, a blazing meteor, coming from the N. E. fell
upon the roof of a house situated in the hamlet
Zanesville, Ohio,
ad devoted to the service of Almighty God, of Bois-au-Roux, in the commune of ChanteAccording to the rites of the Protestant loup, to which it immediately set fire, consum
Episcopal Church,
ing the house with the greatest rapidity, togeth
.
In the United States of America ;
er with two other contiguous dwellings. This
as laid on this 24th day of June, A. D. 1841,
11 die name of the Father, and of the Son, circumstance, occuring in broad day light, con
firms the position of M. Arago; who first ad
And of the Holy Ghost.
vanced the hypothesis that the fall of a meteor
Amen.
might produce combustion.—lb.
...

ii(

Paris.
M., the minister of the interior, has just visi

Towards the morning of the 25th of Febru
ary three howitzers and a party of Sepoys
were landed at South Wantong from the Ne
mesis and the boats of the squadron. The
Chinese kept up a desultory fire while the
darkness lasted. Before the dawn of day a
battery had been erected with sand bags, and
the guns got into position. From these, as
soon as it was sufficiently light, the British
returned the fire of the Chinese. At 11 A.
M., the tide served, and the signal was made
for the squadron to weigh. II. M. S. Callione, bearing the broad pendant of the Com
modore, led the attack against the North
Wantong, followed by the Samarange, Druid,
Wellesley, Sulphur, and Modeste.
The Blenheim, and Melville, with the
Queen steamer, opened their fire vigorously
on the fort of Annpghoy. By noon the action
had become general, and the firing constant
and heavy on all sides. In the meantime the
Nemesis and Madagascar steamers, with nu
merous boats in tow, ran in close to North
Wantong, and landed the troops under the
command of Major Pratt. Shortly after the
whole of the forts were in possession of the
British forces. Official notifications were is
sued in the course of the day; one by the ple
nipotentiary intimating the capture of the
forts, the other by the commodore authoris
ing merchant vessels to proceed to the Bogue.
The number of prisoners taken at Wan
tong is estimated at 1000, and the killed and
wounded on the side of the Chinese are said
to be .very numerous.
It is evident that an attack on the Bogue
forts should have been resorted to at the on
set. The great loss of time and expenditure
of public money which has occurred since
the arrival of the squadron off Macao, would
have been avoided, as also the mortality
which has so dreadfully thinned the ranks of
the unfortunate regiments that were quarter
ed in Chusan.
The island has been evacuated and deliver
ed up to the Chinese, orders to that effect ha
ving been transmitted by Captain Elliott when
he was laboring under the unhappy delusion
that the Chinese were inclined to fulfil theii
promises of indemnity. The British, who
where detained prisoners at Ningpoo, were
released as soon as the evacuation of Chusan
was completed. Capt. Anstruther, Lieuten
ant Douglas, R. N., Mrs. Noble, and their
companions in captivity, are now in safety un
der the British fiag.
The whole of the European troops on lea
ving Chusan proceeded to Hongkong, and
consequently have been available in the hos
tile operations that have been carried on since
the date of the action at the Bogue. But no
greater proof need to be adduced of the wretch
ed management of Capt. Elliot, and his ut
ter incapacity to fill the office he holds, than
the fact, that three transports, with several
hundreds of the Bengal Volunteers were or
dered to proceed direct from Chusan to Cal
cutta.

From Africa.—Files of the African Lumi
nary up to 19th March,—a paper of consider
able interest-and ability, published at Liberia
—have been received. We quote the follow
ing statements of news as given in the N. Y.
Commercial Advertiser.
The latest paper contains an interesting
letter from Missionary Seys, dated on the 8th
of March, from the head waters of the River
Junk. The mission cause in that remote spot
was in a state of great prosperity.
On the 17th of March the brig Mentor,
Taylor, arrived after a passage ot 34 days
from Philadelphia.

A native missionary chapel has been built at
lls Excellency, Thomas Corwin, Governor
ted the artesian wells at the abattoir (public Monrovia, by the Methodist mission; it was
of the State of Ohio;

155, gold beaters 88, greengrocers 35, gro
cers 247, hair dressers 142, hatters 197,
jewellers 178, lawyers 29, laundresses 1040,
medical men 72, milliners 1091, musicians
69, papers 111, paper Stainers 431, pawn
brokers 71, printers 19, sailors 1681, saw
yers 246, saddlers, &c., 181, servants 2563,
shopkeepers 107, shoemakers, 1967, smiths
1143, soldiers 464, sweeps300, tailors 1043,
linkers and tinmen 418, toolmakers 56,
watchmakers 203, waterman 280, weavers
740, arid persons professing no distinct trade
or occupation, male and female, as above,
amounted to 25,220.

<S)bftunr».
Died, at Sharon, near Newtown, Bucks Coun
ty, on Friday, June 25tlr, Mrs. Mary Eliza
beth, wife of the Rev. G. W. Ridgely, and
daughter of James Worth, Esq.
The singular excellence of this estimable lady
is well attested by the deep and wide spread
grief of the whole community who best knew
and most loved her. Her death, though sudden
was not unexpected; and by none was it more
clearly and calmly anticipated than herself. She
had for years been a meek and consistent follow
er of Christ, and her closing scene beautifully
exemplified the power of his religion to sup
port the departing spirit, even amid the agonies
of expiring nature. The Holy Scriptures were a
precious treasure lo her soul, and a text from
them it was her pious practice to select for daily
meditation. The last thus chosen was, John, xiv,
18: “I will not leave you comfortless.-1 will come
to you."’ Each of these promises was specially
fulfilled; the Saviour indeed came to her by that
messenger through whom he calls his servants
home: nor did he leave her comfortless; his rod
and his statf supported her while passing through
the valley of the shadow of death, and her last
word was an emphatic affirmative reply to the
question of her affectionate and agonized hus
band, whether she could still put her trust in her
blessed Redeemer.
Her mortal remains were interred in the fam
ily vault at St. Luke’s Church, Newtown, on
Monday, 28th inst. The service was read by the
Rev. R. F. Burnham, Rector of the Chinch,
and an appropriate address delivered by the Rev.
J. Coleman, of Philadelphia, and the Rev. W.
S. Perkins, of Bristol—Episcopal Recorder.

This invaluable Medicine has won by its own
merits a reputation for extraordinary cures ex
ceeding that of most others in the catalogue of
curatives. Its sterling virtues recommend it to all
who are laboring under cutaneous diseases; and
there is no case so desperate but that hopes may be
entertained of recovery if resort be had to this pre
paration.
Maladies universally supposed by the
most eminent writers on medical subjects to be in
curable. have been, in every instance where this Ex
tract lias been used and properly persevered in, com
pletely removed, and the suffering patent lifted, as il.
were, from the gravo, ana restored to health and
usefulness,—those horrible diseases, Scrofula, Sy
philis, Cancer, Leprosy, Dyspepsia, Salt Rheum,
Erysipelas, Neuralgic affections, and all the various
maladies that are supposed to be entrenched in the
constitution.

[From the Coneaut (Ohio) Gazette.)
Bristol’s Eluid Extract of Sarsaparilla.—We be
lieve this is the second time we have ever offeied our
readers any thing in the shape of commendation of
the numerous medicines of the day, but the celebri
ty which the ‘Extract of Safsoparilla’ lias attained
not only with those who have used it, but with the
medical faculty, warrant us fully in recommending
it to those afflicted with cutaneous diseases and oth
er diseases of the blood. Most are somewhat ac
quainted with the properties of the herb and to such
it will be only necessary to make assurances, that
it contains its active concentrated principle. It is
highly recommended as such by those who have
used it, by those eminent among the faculty, and by
many of the leading journals in the United States.

Opinions from Medical Gentlemen.
We are acquainted with the preparation of
Sarsaparilla, manufactured by C. C. Bristol, and
having made use of it more or less in our practice,
believe it to contain an active principle of Sarsapa
rilla, in a highly concentrated form, and as a prepa
ration, we esteem it as one of the best we have ever
met with.
J. Trowbridge, M. D. Cyrenius Chapin, M. D.
Charles Winne, M. D. Moses Bristol, M. D.
Josiah Barnes, M. D. J. E. Marshall, M. D.
J. E. Hawley, M. D.
A. S. Sprague, M. D.
A. Miller, M. D.
F. L. Harris, M. D.
H. R. Stagg, M. D.

The following extract of a letter from Dr. J. A.
Hyde, one of the oldest and most respectable prac
titioners in the western section, is given.
Youngstown, June 11, 1838.
Mr. C. C. Bristol,
Dear Sir—I am neariy out of Sarsaparilla again,
and if you please you may send me two dozen bot
tles by stage or cars, directed to me at this place.
1 have frequently prescribed your Compound Fluid
Extract of Sarsaparilla for two years past, witli
much advantage, in Chronic diseases, especially in
Scrofula and obstinate cutaneous affections attended
with a scrofulous habit. Also, in secondary syphilis
--and in chronic general debility, from almost any
ACKNOWLEDGMENT.
cause. It generally proves useful. I think your
The Treasurer of Grace Church, gratefully Fluid Extract the best preparation of Sarsaparilla I
acknowledges the receipt of twenty two dollars ever used.
■With much respect, yours trulv,
and sixty two cents, for the fund of the Sunday
J. A/HYDE.

School, attached to the congregation—contribu
ted at the collection on Sunday, the 4tli inst.
L. E. BREWSTER.
Treasurer.
Cincinnati, July, Sth, 18-11.

Mf. C. C. Bristol,
Dear Sir: For the last three or four years. I have
used in my practice Bristol’s Extract of Sarsaparil
la, (prepared by yourself,) and almost invariably
with tbe most marked benefit to my patients. I
have prescribed it mostly in chronic diseases of the
skin and alimentary organs, and also in affections
arising from the impure state of the blood. I can
NOTICE.
cheerfully recommend it to the public as a safe and
efficacious remedy in the above diseases.
Worship. Free Sittings.
R. G, SNOW, M. D.
Buffalo, August 15, 1838.
There will be Episcopal Worship at the Church
at the corner of Ninth and Elm streets, on next Sun
day afternoon, (11th inst.) at 4J o’clock. The Rev.
From Doctors Wells and Cheney, resident Physi
Dr. ColTon will preach.
July 10.
cians at Canandaigua.

Episcopal

—

l>r. Doitougli

Offers his professional services to the inhabitants of
this City. Office on Sixth street, a few doors from
the corner of Race.
Residence in Sixth street. North side, near Main.
July 3, 1841.

Book and Job

OFFICE,
Kosers’ JJoh), jJourll)=Stvrct, J&’cst of fttafn,

diwV

^unfciiwj,

Executed at this OFFICE in the best Style of the
Art, nRd with Expedition.

Canandaigua, Dec. 27, 1838.
We have frequently prescribed Mr. Bristol’s pre
paration of Sarsaparilla in our practice, and have al
ways found it to answer an excellent nr
places where Sarsaparilla was applicable.
Our
knowledge of the article has not been limited, and
we can freely say that it is the best preparation of
Sarsaparilla vve have ever used.
R. WELLS, M. D.
E. W. CHENEY, M. D.
*#*For certificates and other evidence, enquire of
.SANFORD & PARK.
Agents for Cincinnati, No. 15, East 4th st.
July 10, 1841.

JL. E. BREWSTER,

STOCK AND EXCHANGE
LLi LS2.
CINCINNATI.

THE BISHOP OF NEW JERSEY, PATRON.

rffMlE'summer term of this institution will com-'
JL nience on the first day of May next. The
charges per term of live, months for boarding, lodg
ing, fuel,'use of bed and bedding, and towels, all
English branches, Ancient Languages; and flak'
tnody, are §106.
Washing is charged at fifty cents per dozen?
Music wiili use of piano $15.
Frenc'h $7 50*
Drawing §8 per quarter.
At the suggestion of several friends of the insli-'
tution and in consequence of the pecuniary depres-'
sion of the country the following propositions are
made—1. A deduction of ten per cent will be made
on all bills ofthe second year, of fifteen percent the
thiM year, of twenty per cent on the subsequent''yea'rs.
2. To those who send ptipils for three of indrcf
years leaving the time of their attendance to the sev
eral ornamental branches to the discretion of the
Principal, the whole charge for the term, (including'
washing amounting as tiie several items do lo about'
§180,) will be $150.
3. When three or more daughters of ofie fifmily
are educated at the Hall, a deduction of twenty pef
cent will be made on all their bills.
4. When more than five and less than ten pd»'
pils from the same neighborhood, a deduction of fif-’
teen per cent On all charges will be made, and wherf
the number is more than ten, a deduction of twenty
per cen't.
One hundred dollars must be paid dt file Be-<
ginning of every term; and all< money for the Use
ofthe pupils must be left with the Principal. No bills
to be contracted by or for th’e pupils. When the
term bills are not paid within ten days after the close?
of any term, a draft will be drawn and the expense*’
charged.
Address Rev. R. J. Germain, Chaplain-, Principal
teacher and Head of the family, St Mary’s Hall.
Burlington, N. J.
To the friends of Christian Educatidn in i/ic Church.St. Mary’s Hall is just completing its fourth year.
The undersigned, having originated the enterprise
and taken a constant share in its prosecution, has.
thus far borne no public testimony to the workingbf
the plan, whieh, in 1837, he announced, in his ‘Ap
peal to Parents, for Female Education on Chfistiun
Principles.’ It was then his expectation that at
least four years would be required for the develope-'
ment of the principles of the institution, and matur
ing and settling its plans. He considers that this
is now fully done: and fid therefore feels that it is
his duty to declare, to all whom it riiay concern, hi’s*
entire satisfaction with the principles, plan, and ad
ministration oi St. Mary’s Hall; and his conviction
that it deserves the full" confidence arid the liberal
patronage ot the friends of Christian Education in
the Church. It is to such lhai the appeal has al
ways been made, and is now; St. Mary’s Hall hav
ing been founded and unformily conducted as a
Church institution. No pupils indeed are rejected
on account of their religious professiofr. All are
welcome. And a large number of its inmates have
always been of such as did not profess and call them
selves Churchmen. But its training and its tenden
cies have always been and will always be in accord
ance witlr the doctrine, discipline, and worship of
the Protestant Episcopal Chnrclr: and it is mallei' 6F
devout thankfulness to Almighty God, that from
within its walls many have gone out, to riarry with
them the principles which were here imbibed or con
firmed; and, ‘adorning in all things the doctrines of
God our Saviour,’ to prmote, we trust, ifi the sta
tions in which Providence shall place them the'
same sacred influence in others.
In conclusion, the undersigned, with fhe very best
possible opportunities of knowledge, earnestly, and
without any qualification, recommends St. Mary’s1
Hall to dll who desire a place for the education"Of
their daughters:
1. As a healthy and delightful residence, arid a
safe asylum.
2. As a domestic institution, another home, in
which pupils and teadhers live togethe/ its ona
family.
3. As a Seminary of sound and thorough instruc
tion in all the usual branches of useful and elegant
learning.
b
4. As a Christian institution, under pastoral and'
Episcopal supervision, in which there are daily wor
ship, and instruction in sacred things; and in which'
the knowledge ot salvation, through faith which is
1 ,ls ',(‘'‘I_an<* tauifi)t lo l>e ihe most
desirable knowledge, and growth in grace; tlirouffh
sanctification of the Spirit, the great end of human
lile.
G. W. DOANE,
Bishop of hew Jersey.Riverside, Fbfc. 8,1841__ 5w.
Tea.

MPERIAL, Gunpowder and Young Hyson Tea
. of superior; quality, for sale by
^8.
D. K. CADY.

I

Sperm Oil.

UST received a superior article nf
v v
Winter Strained Oil, expressly for Fanrily^se
For sale b v

J

r.
r
D- K. CADY.
Comer ot Walnut and Fifth 6t
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PROSPECTUS OF THE
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tuNBUCTEO BY TOK Al’TWK OF THE “ YOUNG LADY'S (UMFAN
WN,» **JYAK1 <* THE SCRIPTURES.’’ - LIFE or
WtrUm,” ETC. ETC-

goue, and 1 want to talk to all of you while 1 ' My childhood’s prayer! 0, not one flower
stay. Don't cry, Ellen,’ said he, turwug to his
But ’minds me of its purity;
youngest sister. *0, brother,’ replied the little The lowliest daisy in the bow'r
girl, sobbing, ‘they will put you in the ground,1 Brings back that gentle prayer to me,
like they did sister, aud I will never see you
With all the joys of infancy,

again.’

‘Never mind, Ellen, that Jesus, who ; I never look upon a star,
But that its radiance seems to be
loves little children, lay in the grave, aud we
.
a .
,
must he nut in it too; but he will take us up af- A beacon from the days afar
The effect of religious training, and strong at"
...
,
. .
,
„ *i, ,t
. .
, .
S
, .. ,
, . i ter a while and carry u? all to heaven, where sis-1 A memory of joys that were
t&chmeni for horns, was eminently displayed in;
'
„
. .
...
>r
„ . . ,
,
L
’ ter is, and where year brother Charles is going. i All fleeting—but my childhoods prayer,
the brief career of a young man, whose name,
?
for several reasons, we shall conceal; aud presentj ^°me c^ose ,0 meen» an!
•
‘
1
childhood’s prayer—each infant tone
him to our readers as Charles Oswold. He had are a l‘ttle
U°'‘’
J°U
J'* UP’.,
■ Was lisped beside my mother’s knee;
,
.. .
v
.. ,v
,
»ood cirl- think about what rour brother said to
iwpcu uww
j
been taught to love bis home, and had there, dur- ©
e> »
Alas' mv heart hath harder grown,
•
k- ■
-i
,
,,
- ,
.
you when be was tiring; say your prayers; do
&
mg his juvenile years, been blest with religious •
i
,
Beneath a chilling destiny;
. • •
w . • , r L u i
iizz
nothing that is wrong; and vou will meet your i wjnwiaouu o
training. Earlv in life he had torn himself from ,
,
! Yet never from my memory
..
,
' c ,
...
brother Charles there: we will never get sick nor«
lcl
3
_
the endearments ot relations to seek in the world
shajl fade (i,e beautiful, the true;
•
I- I. *n • I:irpdie
there. ICome l.ise
kiss I'mir
your hrf.thpr
brother, Ellen:
tare !
a name. Pleasure had invited him to her fash
Sweet guardian of my infancy,
well. Jane,’ said he, turning to his elder sister,
ionable haunts, fashion had called him to mingle
This heart still fondly clings to you;
with the flattering throng, aud he, like too many ■it is haul to part with you; we played and went
Each snowy thread, ’mid thy dark hair,
read our catechisms and praynravpr
ruuawt
for a time yielded; but it was to school together,
°
.
Reminds me of my childhood sprayer.
...
.
.
led
together.
Don
t
place
your
affections
too
only for a time
_
Ills early impressions were
5
......
‘
*
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.bom him, .nd .(to,

,|ut ■** "P00

’'°'Ui “

|0“r e“e”Jr: ITh™ tovc bue“ hoU" °f

‘“'T

suppressed hi

forth unrestrained, and he uttc

words

1V£ST£BN EPISCOPAL O1ISEI5VEB.
VOLUME XI.

Arrangements having been made to publish the
v .icb I.avc,
he-should
X.o
i. )roved
no nKprophetic,that
’"’'”’
As I thought
of Gambier Observer and Western Chukch Journal

him. I blessed the gracious Master who,^
calling his servant Irom t.ie charg
‘
sheep io this quiet and remote spot, U. atahe
Him the shepherd of the flocks upon . thou
sand pastures, had so graciously fitted him
for his high calling, not only bestowed upo
bin, many splendid gifts, but those meek and
lowly
graces
without
which
no hot
giftshe
ofmmge
Xa
Void
h,, ve
made him
fit to

ister of Him, who is at once meek and Io y
mheari, and the great Bishop of our souls

I tl,ought of that which has always appeared to me the most blessed assurance ot his
growth in grace, and his ripeness for eter.
nity, the prayer found after h,s departure
in’his book of private devotions, bear.n
darn of the 28th of March. (He enteie
into his rest on the 3d of April-)
■
Katl,cr, my Master, my Say,our, and my
Kina, unworthy and wicked as I am, reject
mo not as a polluted vessel i ba, so quteke

simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the
c'ose of the present volume in December next, the
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to
the West, and so convenient for the early reception
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed,
greatly increase the usefulness and interest ot the
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure
these objects, the Proprietor lias invited and obtained
the editorial co-operation of the three resident Rec
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. I he
paper will therefore, from the commencement ot the
next (theXI) volume be issued under the joint edi
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of
the Gospel which it has always held and defended
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Ii is the design of the editors to establish such cor
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the
establishment and progress of the Church through
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.

PUBLISHED, AND FOR SALE BY THE

General 1‘roH'staiit Kpixcopal Sunday School
I'uioa.

Dcpcsitory, No. 28 Ann Street, New York.
books of instruction.
Union Primer, per hundred,
$4 00
Prot Epis S S Books, No. 1, per hundred,
1 75
do
2 00
do
do
do
2,
do
do
do
do
3,
2 75
do
do
do
do
4,
5 50
do
Questions on the S S Books,
6 50
do
3 00
First Truths,
Catechism No. 1, (Scripture Catechism,)
175
Catechism No. 2, (Catechism broken into short
do
questions and answers.)
3 00
Catechism No. 3, (Catechism enlarged by Btsh
Hobart,) stiff covers,
do
12 50
Catechism No. 4, (by Cuming,) do
6
Lloyd’s Catechism on the Evidences of the Bi
ble,
do
4 flo
Church Catechism,
do
I 5|
Manual of Short Prayers for Children,
2
Duty to God,
do
50
Church Primer,
do
1 75
Sunday-school office of devotionjdo
3 00
Sunday-school Psalms and Hymns,
8 00
Harmony of the Creeds,
do
3 00
Questions on the Book of Common Prayer, 3 00
Collects from the Prayer Book, do
3 00
Questions on the Collects,
do
II 00
Catechism on the Collects,
do
36 00
Epistles and Gospels from the Prayer Book, 10 00
Questions on the Epistles and Gospels, 2 parts 11 bj
Bible Companion, 2 vols.,
do
co 00
Quest, on St. Matthew, part 1, stiff covers, 12 50
do
do
12 50
do
do
do
12 50
do
do
The Acts,
12 50
do
do
do
12 50
do
do
do
do
8 00
A discount of 25 per cent, from the above prices
is alloAved to Sunday-schools auxiliary to the Lnion.

.Wed no. hi,
|,c
bi. (to, "'h'" 1 “
wh,'n ,lKse li,nbs
“W T11 Tll“e hlve bet" >'MB °f •"* ",Kl “,e
Chauncey Colton,
iiuo tl,„« «... «hid.,.!«»,uml .!..«■'
“"dw,he e,00"J-,ml >'ou «“K “P011
j There fell. been uttered wretehedneMWm. Jackson,
n.u.
n
1
ri
«
, . skv, and see sweet stars looking down Upon you,
a darkness that could think no prayer;
John T. Brooke,
me by thv Spirit from the death of
that
pitta that are flowery and peaceful. Butashort ”
.
,
,
....
H
V. I). Johns
recollect your brother and saluted sister will be , ye^ jn the darkest days that were,
| „,ay walk in the newness ol life before In nd.lition Io the ibove arrangement for theenry
tune alter bis espousal to Christ, death marked
responsible editorship of the OB
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned io the peuof the author of ibe
above them, praising God: meet me there. Raise ! a gentle voice from by-gone years
tlice! Convert me first, O Lord! that 1 may ‘•Young Udica’Companion,'’ the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. 'J he columns urn
him for its victim, and disease begun its work.
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original mailer, or selections from other
chiefly designed to guide aud i natruci youihful minds,—while reference
bo the means in thy hands of strengthening sources,
LIBRARY BOOKS.
Day after day stole away, and each evening’s me up; the spirit is just quitting. 0, lam hup- i Thrilled to the brink of black despair,
will be had to'interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from
^’he Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Library
of Ibe various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy.
py! happy! happy! Farewell, all—all. “Into I And gave the sinner words and tears;
„,v brethren! Convert mo, that 1 may be Itsome
quiet hush found him more enfeebled—his step
is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial 63 vols. 18mo.—nett price 20 cents each.
illustrations of such subjec’s as may be supposed particularly interesting. A por
thy hands I commend my—”’ The tongue was
Yes, I have wept, and pleaded there,
blessed to the conversion of many. Yea, tion of the space under the charge »f Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter
The Juvenile Library, 5 vols. 32mo.—nett price
leas vigorous, and the hectic flush more percepti
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
15 cents each.
stilled; the sound lingered awhile, and the spirit My childhood’s prayer—my childhood’s prayer!
convert me, 0 Jesus’ for mine own sins
ble tijxin liis jiale check. 11c was passing away
Address all orders for Books, and all remittance, to
of Charles Oswold reposed in heaven.— A’. IK
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
sake, and the greatness of my undeserving
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Daniel Dana, Jr., Agent.
WORSHIP OF THE MUSSULMAN.
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us it may seem, tliuZ one in life’s rosy morn, with Christian Advocate.
Union Depository, 28 Annst.
Nothing, os we have had occusion to experi most, may find it in most abundance! Loan, lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer,
talents, reputation, kind relations, and much of
The above books are also for sale at the bookstore
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob
AN EVENING REVERIE.
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ence, can be more impressive than the worldless 1 believe, help thou mine unbelief! Lord, server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces of
worthy prmqiect, should be willing to shake
Columbus,
BY WM. CULLEN BUYANT.
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no affected tones of humility, no confident ac
grave; yet Charles Oswold wus willing. ,0 re The summer day hus closed, the sun is set.
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and
NEW and valuable remedy for the cure of
ligion! thou sweet messenger from that holy Well have they done their office, those bright cents of pharisaical assurance, no irrepressible turned! Be favorable unto me, and 1 shall Louisville wilt bring it into very easy connection with
Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Jl'ltoophno
all ourwestern and south-western dioceses, while its
Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs and
ecstasies over canceled sin, no smothered agonies live! and let what reroaineth of my hie be pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi
world, where death's urroivs speed not their way
hours,
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommended by
over unforgiven guilt. His emotions are all spent in thy service, who livestand reignest cation of whatever internal matters they may sev the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free
to happy hearts, w hat canst thou not do? As The latest of whose train goes softly out
erally' desire to show to the'public. With an earn ly made known.
calm, concentrated, and deep; he kneels and with the Father and the Holy Ghost, now, est hope that the papsr will be as well sustained by
young Oswold declined, ho became lost to the In the red west? Thegteen blade of the ground
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. Y.
And as I thought a strong subscription, as it certainly will Ly a vigor
world’s gayety, and teemed wrapped in holier Hus risen, and herds have cropped it; the young prays as if there were no being in the universe, and forever! Amen!”
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but the mind, the soul, dwelt by thought in hea Jias spread its plaited tissues to the sun,
ers, who have become acquainted witli its nature and
Chas. P. McIlvaine,
ven. But one thing shadowed Ins path—but one Flowers of the garden and the waste have blown
permits no one embarrassment connected with Reginald lleber for the natural sweetness of
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio effect,—among which are the following:
[Frojn the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840,]
the presence or dispositions of others to deter his disposition and his character, naturally
earthly desire obtruded upon him, and, forsooth, And withered; seeds have fullen upon the soil
The following is an extract from an article in that
St. Louis, Nov. 19z/(, 1840.
it was good; he wished to die at home—at the From bursting cells, and in their graves await
him trorn his devotions; he asks no permission to lovely among men, how many think nothing
paper
on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionatorum,’ or
I cordially concur in the above.
of
that
disposition
and
that
character
which
Bronchitis,
by Frank 11. Hamilton, Professor of
Jackson Kemper,
old place. He was many miles from that spot, Their resurrection. Insects from the pools
be devout, offers no apology for his creed, pro
Missionary Bishopfor Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa, Materia Medica and General Pathology in Genevi
distinguished
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as
a
renewed
and
spiritual
but among friends, for the good always have Ilavefilled the airawhile with humming wings,
poses no compromise with levity or prejudice,
Medical College;
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
Had he rested in his
friends, yet his desire wus to die among his kin That now- are still forever; painted moths
but, immediately drawing his mind from all visi man before his God.
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s -mixture, also now used
,
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
so extensively for this affection by clergymen,
dred. ‘You are all very kind,’ lie would often Have wandered the blue sky, and died again;
ble objects, bows himself to the earth, and natural character, it might have been said
I cordially concur in the above.
belongs to the same class of stimulating expector
say, 'but when the shadows of death steal over The mother-bird hath broken for her brood,
ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me
breathes fourth his supplications from the silent of him, “And Jesus beholding him loved
Saml. A. McCoskky,
Bishop of the Diocese of Michigan dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration,
me, I want to hear my father's voice—my moth Their prison-shells, or shoved them from the depths of his soul. Let the Christian who stands him, and said unto him, One thing thou
does not impair the tone of the stomach. Of this
Lexington, Ky. Dec. lOZ/q 1840.
ers tone: I want to say something to my brothers
in such awe of the opinions of others, or whose lackest;” he did not, however, rest in that
nest,
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com
position is not held from the Profession, and we
and sisters. 0! if | could be privileged to die Plumed for their earliest flight.
In bright piety so nicely consults occasions, that he can fair and amiable character, but was taught a more central point for the wh6le west, with the hope the proprietors will soon see fit to give it to
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imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,' meets the public. We, therefore, venture to recommend
having employed it in our own case, and in the
God, to grant him his only wish, permitted a tern, In woodland cottages with barky walls,
Mussulman; his unfaithfulness and pusillanimity and on his tomb it might have been written, with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready, it,
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pornry respite in his disease, and antlered him to In noisome cells of the tumultuous town,
must he put to the blush by the deportment of one and written in sober truth, “ Blessed are the my power, to its able editors and conductors.
To all whom it may concern: This may certify
that 1 have examined the ltev. I. Covert’s ingre
gather a degree ol strength. His friends antici Mothers have clasped with joy the new-born who acts under the impulses of a mistaken, pro poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of
B. B. Smith,
dients,
compounded under the name of the Balm 0
Bi 'bop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
pated his recovery; but not so with Oswold. ‘It
scribed faith. To the dishonor of Christendom, heaven.”
ba bo.
Life: and believe said compound is happily calcula
ted to relieve persons of ail ages and sexes afflicted
But how am I writing on, forgetting that
is only tliut I may go home and die lmppy,’ he Graves by the lonely forest, by the shore
it must be confessed that were a follower of
New Orleans, March 20th, 1841.
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would say- Accordingly he embarked on board a Of rivers and of ocean, by the ways
Christ to be as punctual and uncompromising, in
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel, windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing,
boat, and after a voyage of ten days land 111111 Of the thronged city, have been hollowed out
the discharge of his religious duties, as a disciple Ah! who that enters Hodnet Church will not and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in and pains in different parts of the chest, if adminis
tered under suitable circumstances and in appropri
few miles of the old place. He laid been sink And filled, and closed. This day hath parted of Mahomet, he would be regarded as a stern fa some times forget every tiling but Reginald the dioceses with which I am connected. 1 shall ate doses.
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Physician and Surgeon.
ing from the time of his departure, and wus evi
lation throughout the western church. It will give
natic.
friends,
Auburn,
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pleasure to communicate to you from time to
dently nc&r his end. Ho was placed in a vehi
But what is it that makes religion in a Mussul grave, for his honored remains rest in ano me
That ne'er before were parted; it hath knit
This certifies that having examined the Rev. I.
time, such ecclesiastical intelligence as may trans
cle and borne to his old homestead. When driven
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts,
man fanaticism in a Christian? Can a sentiment ther quarter of the globe.
pire within my sphere of labor.
New friendships; it hath seen the maiden plight
we
do believe it to be one ol the best compound!
Leonidas Polk,
On the side wall of the southern chancel,
up, every heart was (no full for utterance. They
change its character by changing its name? Does
Her faith and trust her peace to him who long
Missionary Bishop of Arkansas, and Provisional Bish for toughs, chronic inflammations, etc., of which
all loved him, for lie was always a kind boy. His Had wooed, and it hath heard, from lips which it forfeit all claims to tolerance and esteem by a just beyond, and just above the very spot
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re
op of Louisiana and Alabama.
commend its use to all afflicted with the above
where the good rector ol Ilodnet had so of
mother wept, (and what mother would not,) as
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those prone to denounce, as a feverish enthusiasm,
Were eloquent of love, the first harsh word
sued weekly on a douale medium folio sheet, on pa
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ( Salina.
which the finely shaped head, and intelligent per fine of quality and with new and handsome type
Even the big tear coursed down the furrowed
the little earnestness sometimes found in the
That told the wedded one her peace was flown.
GORDON NECDHAM, M. D., Onondaga.
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms:
check of bis father as he beheld Charles borne by
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwinsville.
Christian, answer these questions. The religion features ol Reginald lleber have been cut in $2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
The nature of the composition of the Rev. I. Cov
his brothers into bis old room. ‘This is so like it Farewell to the sweet, sunshine! One glad day that came from heaven—to be popular in this bold relief by Chauntry. The tablet itself
ert’s Balm of Life, havingbeen fully explained to
Dpiscopal Female Seminary,
and the folds of the rich drapery partly
used to be,’ said the poor invalid as they laid Is added now to childhood’s merry days,
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen
world—should be divested of its sanctity, life,
Granville, Ohio.
ted that they may be referred to as authority for its
veiling it, are extremely elegant. There is
him on his bed, while his eye kindled into un And one calm day to those of quiet age.
and sternness; it should be represented as a young
MANSFIELD FRENCH, Principal.
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases of
■a long inscription—too long for the monu
usual lustre. ‘There is the bookcase, just us it Still the fleet hours run on; and as I lean
REV. ALVA1I SANFORD, Chaplain.
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedies
and beautiful female, softly yielding up her life,
N this Institution, instruction is given in all the is indicated.
ment of lleber, and too common-place.—
was when I clambered tip its sides for books, be Amid the thickening darkness, lamps are lit,
the composure of a dying dream on her sweet
branches of a thorough English education, in the
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory and
fore I could reach them. There is the same old By those who watch the dead, and those who lacc, and her angelic person already dressed in London Guardian.
Languages, Instrumental and Vocal Music, and va Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Col
rious ornamental branches. It is furnished with well lege.
twine
bureau, mantel piece, windows—all. 0! it looks
flowers for the grave! There would then be an
educated Female teachers; and also with a good as
Splendid l.ondoia JiSoolu.
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatomy
so natural; nothing lias changed; but 1 have Flowers for the bride. Tne mother from the affection for her innocence, reverence for her vir
rpiIE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common sortment of apparatus for illustrations in Chemistry, and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical College.
eyes
changed,’ he added, lifting his thin hand between
|
Prayer,
illustrated with many handsome en Natural Philosophy and Astronomy.
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
tues, and tears for her gentle worth. And to
The department of Music is under the direction of
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev.
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
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him and the light; ‘yes, I have changed, and will Of her sick infant shades the painful light,
two gentlemen of very superior qualifications.
tell the truth, some of our preachers appear al Henry Stoking, M. A.
,
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
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soon realize one, that will terminate the pains of And sadly listens to his quick-drawn breath.
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once loved to gaze upon it from this window; I
application previous to sending them, stating their fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was at
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
this lifeless picture, except its'delieacy and beau
That bearest, silently, this visible scene
thought of a great many things then, I was full
age and the probable time of their continuance. As tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasioned
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me much pain and distress, attended by difficult
Into night’s shadow and the streaming Tays
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Yet know not whither. Man foretells afar
BISHOP HEBER.
All the pupil “from abroad, boarding in town, will be ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, and
me, about this hour, every evening, into that clus
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The courses of the stars; the very hour
held responsible oy the Principal for a proper obser the pains of the chest have subsided. I have great
R. S. H. GEORGE.
, 1 sat down uP°n an old bench of heavy
ter of trees over there in the nursery to pray, and
in the Balm of Life, and think it a good
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut. vance of such rules of conduct and study hours, out confidence
He knows, when they shall darken or grow bright. biack oak, in the rector’s chancel of Hodnet
would tell me who made the sun—how good he
of School, as may be deemed necessary, in each case and safe medicine.
Philadelphia.
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church.
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seasonable admonitions fell from his lips, which
Even now’, while I am glorying in my strength, opening, the ceaseless cawing of the busy as to the moral and intellectual improvement of the
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were faithfully treasured up in the hearts of his
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In reference fto
guages, are taught, for which there is an extra
Impend around me? Oh! beyond that bourne,
Terms and further particulars may be known on charge.
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In the vast cycle of being which begins
The close of the April recess will be a favorable a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bron
auf’ tbe sweet songs of a hundred joyous References—
his departure came, and it was an hour of sweet
time for entrance. Application for admission may chitis and its usual accompavaniments; and I was
At that dread threshold, with what fairer forms
induced to try your preparation, on the assurance
Rt. Rev. C. P. Mcllvaine, D. D., Gambier. be made either to the Principal or Chaplain.
ness—of triumph. His physician apprised him
Rev. C. Colton, D. D., )
Granville, March 18, 1841.
from medical men that it contained no hazardous
The solemn quietness and mellowed Ii^ht
that the chilly waves were gathering around him. Shall the great law of change and progress clothe
Rev. H. V. D. Johns, ) Cincinnati.
ingredients. The result has been the allaying
Ficturnl Illustrations of the Bible,
Sept. 8, 1840.
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healthy
No change was visible save a smile that played Its workings? Gently—so have some good men w.thm the church, were better suited to my
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functions to the throat, so that I am enabled to re
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mood,
J was thinking of Reginald Heber.
along his heavenly features. His relations were
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Into the new; the eternal flow of things,
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Yours truly,
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Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840.
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room with all of you around me; you will stay
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in by the most distinguished clergymen in the East, as
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